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About Cricket South Africa
Cricket South Africa (CSA) is the national
governing body for the sport of cricket in
South Africa and administers all aspects of
South African cricket, men and women, both
in the professional and amateur spheres.
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Chairman’s Report
Dr Stavros Nicolaou
CSA, Interim Board
Chairman

It gives me great pleasure on behalf of the Interim Board (‘IB’) of
Cricket South Africa (‘CSA’), to outline the work of the IB since it
assumed office on 15 November 2020.
Of course, the IB commenced its work well into the COVID-19 crisis
and as is the case with many similar organisations, it has not been
immune to the social and economic turmoil that has changed the
world forever and has required unprecedented responses.
In the midst of a number of administrative and governance failures
by CSA in recent times, the IB was mandated by the Minister of Sport,
Arts and Culture, Minister Nkosinathi Emmanuel ‘Nathi’ Mthethwa,
to reform CSA’s governance structure, while providing the usual
oversight function over CSA’s operations. It has been essential to
ensure alignment between all stakeholders representing South
African cricket. Governance and processes were reviewed and,
where necessary, either re-initiated or introduced to better serve
stakeholders, not least of which is South Africa’s cricket-loving public,
our sponsors and, of course, the men and women on the field who
represent our country.
Immediately following the constitution of the IB, members were
formed into relevant groups to complete the work required in terms
of the Minister’s mandate. This was recorded in the Memorandum of
Understanding agreed with the Members’ Council (‘MC’), attached as
Annexure 1.
It has been six months since the IB commenced its work. Despite
some delays, we are pleased with the significant progress made in
advancing the critical issues highlighted in the Minister’s mandate and
the decisive steps taken to reshape the organisation. The IB is pleased
that a sound foundation for future sustainability has been achieved.
There is, however, work that needs to be concluded.
Our former President and great statesman, Mr Nelson R. Mandela,
said: ‘Sport has the power to change the world. It has the power to
inspire. It has the power to unite people that little else does. It speaks
to youth in a language they understand. Sport can create hope where
once there was only despair’.
Cricket in South Africa is not simply about the sport. It is also about
skills development, education, national pride and doing what it can
to correct the wrongs of the past in race and gender discrimination.
Once these important elements have been properly formulated,
implemented and advanced, cricket can become one of the important
recovery catalysts the nation so desperately needs in this current,
depressed, COVID-19 environment.
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This report will demonstrate that during
its tenure the IB not only had to deal with
implementing the mandate from the Minister,
but also with other important issues which
took a considerable amount of time. One such
issue was the complexity of restarting cricket
during the time of a global pandemic. While
the domestic season was completed without
a hitch, international tours were the subject of
often difficult negotiations.
It is my view that, despite the many obstacles,
we have left the administration of the game
considerably better than we found it and have
put in place important building blocks for the
future success of South African cricket.
In conclusion, I wish to express my sincere
appreciation and gratitude to my fellow IB
members for their considerable contribution
to ensuring that cricket in South Africa is on a
path of recovery.
The members of the IB have worked long and
hard to achieve this, and to ensure the newly
amended Memorandum of Incorporation
includes best governance practice. A new
Board will now need to pick up the cudgels
and work to further this organisation. South
Africans are resilient, and I have every
confidence that a new, skilled Board will do
this successfully.
A word of appreciation must also be directed
toward Minister Mthethwa, his ministry and all
members of his department for the capable
leadership and direction that they provided to
the IB and its associated mandate.
Notwithstanding, the often-difficult terrain
that the IB had to traverse with the MC, we
wish to thank the Acting President of the MC
and the other Members of the Council for
their support, particularly those who were
apprehensive about the catalytic change that
was required.

To the CSA staff, this has been a difficult and
immensely challenging time. The IB is grateful
to management and staff of CSA, specifically the
Acting CEO, Mr Pholetsi Moseki and the Director
of Cricket, Mr Graeme Smith, for steadying the
ship during a difficult period. A special word of
thanks must also go to CSA’s Board secretary,
Ms Alisha James, for going above and beyond
the call of duty. Many other CSA staff members
have similarly kept the ship afloat. We salute
you for your dedication to task.
I request that you maintain your focus on
the work to be continued. The reward of an
improved cricketing nation, both on and off
the field, will materialise and will be sustained
well into the future. Thank you all.

In conclusion, I wish to quote from
the epic Ithaka by CP Cavafy.
To the outgoing IB members:
‘Ithaka gave you the marvellous journey.
Without her you wouldn’t have set out.
She has nothing left to give you now’.

To the new and future Board:
‘As you set out for Ithaka
hope your road is a long one
full of adventure, full of discovery.
Laistrygonians, Cyclops, angry Poseidon
– don’t be afraid of them:
you’ll never find things like that on your way
as long as you keep your thoughts raised high,
as long as a rare excitement stirs your spirit and
your body.
‘Laistrygonians, Cyclops,
wild Poseidon – you won’t encounter them
unless you bring them along inside your soul
unless your soul sets them up in front of you.
Hope your road is a long one.’
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Executive Summary
In October 2020, CSA’s IB was mandated by the
Minister of Sport, Arts and Culture, Minister
Nkosinathi Emmanuel ‘Nathi’ Mthethwa, to
begin a process leading to the stabilisation of
administrative matters at CSA and return the
organisation to its former, credible position.
The IB received a nine-point mandate to
fulfil its role, establish a sound governance
platform, restore confidence in CSA structures
both domestically and internationally,
and position it to play a strategic role in
transformation, advancing women’s cricket
and the international game.
It is clear that the difficulties experienced
by CSA’s administration began many years
ago. Numerous investigations and reports
have been completed over the years, making
recommendations to address failings. The
most important and telling of these reports
was prepared by the Nicholson Commission
of Enquiry, chaired by retired Judge Chris
Nicholson.
However, the critical recommendation
contained in the Nicholson Report that the
majority of board members be independent
was not enacted or implemented. Crucially,
this included that the Board of CSA should,
in the long-term interests of the organisation
and generally accepted governance principles,
consist of a majority of independent
members. The IB’s view is that the failure to
act on this recommendation has given rise
to much of the dysfunction South African
cricket has experienced in recent years and
has contributed significantly to negative
perceptions about cricket.
While it is pleasing that an agreement
to appoint an independent Chairperson
has now been adopted into the amended
Memorandum of Incorporation (MOI), it should
be noted – at the time of writing this report
– that the matter of appointing or electing
independent directors remains the subject
of discussion. It is intended that the eight
independent directors will be announced at
or before the Annual General Meeting (‘AGM’)
which is scheduled for 12 June 2021.

Intervention
The dominant issue of the IB’s work has
been to secure CSA’s future, and to provide
sound governance as the nine-year delay
in implementing Judge Nicholson’s key
governance reforms has cost CSA dearly.
The most important step in this reputational
recovery was to ensure that the majority of
future CSA Board members as well as the
Chairperson are independent and experienced
professionals, which is the only way to
prevent a repetition of the recent governance
crisis that plagued CSA. Additionally, future
members must provide a range of skills,
including knowledge of cricket, board
experience, legal and financial expertise to
the CSA structure and should have strong
consideration of both the racial and gender
demographics of our country.
The IB inherited an organisation in freefall.
Besides the enforced resignation of the entire
former Board, a senior executive and other
key employees were suspended from work. It
was also discovered that routine operational
work was outsourced at excessive fees with
questionable benefits, revenue was rapidly
declining and flawed contracts added to CSA’s
liabilities. This was all previously outlined in a
detailed report (‘the Fundudzi forensic report’)
that had itself become controversial as CSA’s
Board resisted its publication.
The IB had three core tasks: to arrest the
decline; to make sense of its executive
management structure; and to establish a
constitution with a strong governance model.
This was made more difficult by the remnants
of an organisational culture that opposed
governance reform.
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Certain decisions were made early to start achieving these key
tasks. One of the immediate imperatives was to evaluate all Board
resolutions since 2019. Resulting steps included that the Fundudzi
forensic report was released to the public, questionable contracts
were terminated and the IB took necessary actions to start changing
a toxic work environment. This included the suspension of the
Company Secretary and the Acting CEO.
There were numerous other legacy issues, which were beyond the
IB’s control and would take longer than a few months to resolve,
for example, the dispute involving the dismissed CEO. Also, certain
contracts could not be terminated and the IB could only ensure
immediate damage control and mitigate future risk as far as possible.
Given the severe level of dysfunction, the IB was often required to
deal with crisis issues on a daily basis. In ordinary circumstances it
would be unusual for any board to operate in a near-permanent crisis
mode, and in some cases to intervene in management matters so
directly.

The IB had
three core
tasks...

The third core task – creating a sustainable
governance model – took many hundreds of hours
of IB members’ time, creating a constitutional model
and convincing those who held power to act in the
interests of cricket and ultimately, in the national
interest. To be plain, it has been a very difficult
journey.

Ideally, boardroom and governance disputes should
not hinder what happens on the field of play.
South Africa’s cricketing fortunes have for a variety
of reasons, poor custodianship included, waned
in recent years. While the IB may have wished to
dedicate more time engaging with on-field matters,
the delivery of an amended MOI and dealing with
the many governance failures on a day-to-day basis
took a considerable degree of time. Securing the critical imperatives
of an independent majority board and independent chairperson
required extensive consultations with legal advisers and the MC,
which continued to voice concerns that this would take CSA out of the
hands of ‘cricket people’.
Despite all of this, we are extremely proud of the Momentum Proteas
and their historic ‘white ball’ double triumph on their tour of India
during March 2021. The men’s team is going through its own period
of transition, and it will take time to rebuild. We are convinced
that Dean Elgar, our test match captain, has the temperament to
successfully achieve this important change. In addition, despite the
recent appointment of South Africa’s first black African cricket captain,
Temba Bavuma, who will lead the Proteas in the next T20 World Cup
and the next 50-over World Cup in 2023, there remains a tremendous
amount of work still to be done to ensure equality.
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We need to deal with intangible cultural issues
and the stubborn structural discrimination still
operating in cricket 27 years into democracy.
The significance of transformation has not
been ignored or delayed during the short
tenure of the IB. Schedule 4 of the amended
MOI leaves CSA with a constitutional
framework for transformation, including the
advancement of women into the mainstream
of South African cricket. This will be a
foundation for future work on transformation.
The full incorporation of women at all levels of
the game should move from an aspiration to a
core CSA programme. Additionally, the role in
redressing past societal wrongs has been given
added emphasis following the appointment of
an Ombud of the Cricket for Social Justice and
Nation Building project. CSA will need to assess
the risks and prepare a risk mitigation plan to
take this forward. The Ombud’s key mandate
is to align all stakeholder priorities to ensure
better transformational success in South
African cricket while also investigating how to
bring women into the cricket mainstream at all
levels.

Restoration
Recovery and restoration will not be achieved
overnight. It is proving an arduous task that
faces continuing resistance. While restoration
is compounded by COVID-19, there are many
other areas requiring focused attention.

Recovery

Keeping teams on the field since November
2020 has been a significant achievement,
but with considerable cost. A unique biosecure environment was created, which
included players’ quarantine, regular testing,
appropriate hotel accommodation, managing
the extra players needed to substitute for
those who might contract the virus, keeping
players in small groups and at times confined
to their rooms. The domestic season went
ahead reasonably well, but it was unfortunate
that the England team left South Africa early
and that Australia cancelled its tour of the
country at a time when the COVID-19 infection
rates were at their lowest. This decision
by Australia also brought into sharp focus
South Africa’s increasing marginalisation in
world cricket, a situation the IB immediately
started to counteract, inter alia, by challenging
Australia’s decision through ICC channels.

The lapse in governance has naturally brought
concern about financial performance. Between
2015/16 and 2020/21, CSA’s total cash and
investments reduced by more than half – from
R1.128 billion to R552 million (unaudited). It is
very evident that this significant decline was
caused by wasteful expenditure, impropriety,
and mismanagement. As the decline occurred
in each of the years prior to the COVID-19
pandemic, it is obvious that CSA’s management
has not been able to function at the leadership
level required.

Over recent years, CSA has lost its place of
prestige at the ICC because of its own selfinflicted governance failures. This has resulted
in South Africa not being able to contribute
meaningfully to shaping international
cricket affairs. The nomination of a person
from outside of the CSA Board to represent
South Africa at ICC level has not served CSA
effectively. It has hindered the IB’s ability to
secure and enhance the strategic position of
South Africa within the ICC and its member
countries.

The devastating coronavirus pandemic
has naturally placed additional strain on
an institution that was already failing to
perform at an acceptable level, and in deep
dysfunction. The decline in cash reserves,
outsourcing of routine jobs, negative reports
from credible investigative journalists, external
investigations, among other occurrences, were
all signs of the need for urgent intervention
by CSA’s IB members. Directors have a greater
responsibility to exercise oversight and due
care and then to intervene at times of crises
and upheaval.

The IB would propose that CSA representation
by an accomplished official is key to supporting
a good balance in world cricket, and that CSA
should become the ‘voice’ of smaller, underresourced, cricketing nations in repositioning
the ICC to serve the interests of cricket equality
and the equitable development of the global
game. In doing this it is supporting the ICC’s
clearly stated ambition to expand the game
into geographies less well served rather than
limit the locus of power to the ‘Big 3’.
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Instability in South Africa’s representation does not help CSA
engender strategic relationships, nor does it inspire confidence
among fellow member countries. CSA can only achieve this if its
administrative and governance house is in order.
Over the years CSA’s vital role in many strategic debates has been
recognised, in particular, around the equitable sharing of resources
and development of the game. It is important that this is continued.
CSA has, for example, historically enjoyed a very special relationship
with India, the undisputed powerhouse in world cricket. In 1991,
India proposed South Africa’s readmission to the ICC and was the
first country to host the Proteas after South Africa’s readmission to
international cricket. At the time South Africa played a critical role as a
replacement tour to India after a tour was cancelled at the last minute
and would have caused the BCCI much financial pain. It would be in
CSA’s interest to rekindle the relationship and indeed for South Africa
to leverage its position as a member of BRICS.

Conclusion
Sadly, what has happened in South African cricket is not unique in
our country. It is awash with self-inflicted crises of governance. The
capture and hollowing-out of CSA has been seen in many other South
African institutions.
CSA’s restoration is an arduous task and one that faces resistance,
which will unquestionably continue for some time to come. As seen
in other institutions in our country, those with vested interests
will persist to work to undo and undermine efforts towards sound
governance and accountability. There are clear lessons to be learnt
not only for cricket, but for society.
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SECTION 1

A Crisis of Governance
Cricket South Africa,
4 November 2011–17 November 2020
Section 1: A Crisis of Governance			
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Introduction
Background: The Nicholson Report
The Nicholson Recommendations
Consequences of the Nicholson Report
Events leading to the appointment of the Interim Board: The
Fundudzi Forensic Audit
6. The Fundudzi Report
7. Consequences of the Fundudzi Report
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1) Introduction
1.

The Interim Board (‘IB’) of Cricket South Africa (‘CSA’) was announced by the South African Minister
of Sport, Arts and Culture, Mr Nathi Mthethwa, on 30 October 2020 following consultation and
agreement between relevant role players, in particular, the CSA Members’ Council (‘MC’).

2.

At the point of ministerial intervention, cricket administration had fallen into disrepute, sponsors
had issued ultimatums that they would walk away should governance not be restored, and players
and the cricket-loving public had expressed their dissatisfaction in the media and on various social
media platforms. Fortunes on the cricket field reflected the decline in the boardroom.

3.

The IB was mandated (See Section 3) to resolve a string of outstanding problems at CSA and
reposition it to administer the sport of cricket effectively, so that South Africans can again be
proud of its performance at all levels.

2) Background: The Nicholson Report
4.

The breakdown in South African cricket governance since 2019 is the second in a decade. Serious
problems of governance in the sport have been the subject of several commissions and reports,
the most important of which was the Nicholson Commission of Enquiry during 2011/12 and the
resultant Nicholson Report.

5.

Judge Christopher Nicholson was appointed by the then Minister of Sport and Recreation, Mr
Fikile Mbalula, on 4 November 2011, to chair a Ministerial Committee of Enquiry into cricket.
The Committee was appointed in terms of Treasury Regulation 20, issued in terms of the Public
Finance Management Act of 1999, and Section 13(5)(a) of the National Sport and Recreation Act of
1998, which provides for intervention by the Minister where there is a dispute which might bring a
sport into disrepute.

6.

Then, as now, the reputation of South African cricket had fallen into disrepute, long-term sponsors
had either left or planned to leave, and cricket-lovers expressed widespread dissatisfaction in the
media.

7.

The terms of reference of the Nicholson Commission of Enquiry illustrated the seriousness of
the breakdown in governance at CSA. The Minister mandated Nicholson to investigate, report
on and provide recommendations regarding serious contraventions of the Companies Act,
maladministration in the payment of bonuses and non-compliance with legal advice. Nicholson
was further asked to identify aspects of the CSA administration that allowed or encouraged
undesirable or illegal practices, report on the degree of compliance with applicable laws and to
recommend corrective measures.

8.

The Nicholson Report was completed on 7 March 2012.

9.

It found prima facie evidence of breaches of the Companies Act, extensive financial waste and
abuse, and multiple improper practices. In particular, the CSA Board was unwilling or unable to
hold its CEO accountable.

9
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10. ‘The CSA Board was not sufficiently independent and principled to take the necessary action against (the
then CEO),’ the report found. When a disciplinary inquiry was conducted into the CEO, it ‘had to be
repeated because the one performed was not independent.’
11. Two former presidents of the CSA testified before Nicholson that they were unable to hold the
CEO accountable.
12. Former CSA president Norman Arendse, SC, testified that ‘the CEO is responsible to the board.
That is certainly on paper the case… (but in practice) it is not the case. In summary, it is the case of a
tail wagging the dog.’ Arendse testified that while he was president of the CSA, its CEO refused to
disclose his CEO salary to him.
13. Another former CSA president, Dr Mtutuzeli Nyoka, said ‘the tail is wagging the dog, and that is the
problem we have in CSA. The arrangement between the tail and the dog needs some surgery.’
14. Nicholson’s report noted that some independent directors ‘were voted out for reasons we can only
guess at.’
15. The lack of independent control also had larger implications for the allocation of resources and
priorities, affecting both grassroots and developmental cricket and ultimately the national game.
16. Other senior former cricket leaders asserted that provincial or franchise delegates on the MC were
‘extremely parochial and fought for their constituencies with all their might’ or ganged up with others
to achieve their ends.

3) The Nicholson Recommendations
17. The Nicholson Report provided a clear pathway back to legality and good governance, drawing
on international best practice. ‘We are of the view that the changes initiated in New Zealand and
continued in Australia and the International Cricket Council, with regard to amending the constitution of
CSA, so as to elect a smaller board, with a majority of independent, professionally skilled, non-executive
directors, ought to be effected in South Africa,’ the report said.
18. This solution was in line with good governance practice as implemented in other jurisdictions and
outlined in the South African King III and King IV governance reports.
19. Nicholson’s report concluded that independent directors were, for example, ‘important when the
allocation of venues for test matches and funds’ were considered. ‘If parochial or sectional interests
were being advocated then the independent directors were a bulwark against such. They raised red flags
and put a stop to any such practices.’
20. The report also recommended that a lead independent director be designated to strengthen the
hand of independent directors.
21. Independent directors were inclined to see the big picture. They would have a ‘disinclination to
favour any province out of proportion to its deserts (sic) and a more national perspective. … Such
an independent board would find a way of catering for the national side, and see the longer term
advantages of the development of cricket in the disadvantaged areas. In that way the traditionally small
pool of available cricketers, limited in the past to whites, coloureds, Indians and a few Africans in the
Eastern Cape region, would be expanded to all the 50 million in this land.’
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22. Nicholson drew on an inquiry led by Lord Woolf into governance in the International Cricket
Council (‘ICC’). Both Woolf and Nicholson concluded that the growth of cricket at the grassroots
level will be better supported by independent directors.
23. Lord Woolf’s review of governance at the ICC called for ‘an independent chairman to lead it, who is
appointed solely on merit. The board needs to embrace diversity and independence of view.’
24. The Nicholson Report concluded: ‘we are confident that the CSA Board will ensure that the reputation
of CSA is not further endangered by disregarding our recommendations.’

4) Consequences of the Nicholson Report
25. That confidence proved to be misplaced. CSA, with support from the South African Sports
Confederation and Olympic Committee (‘SASCOC’), did not accept the Nicholson Report
recommendation that a majority of the Board be independent. While some changes were made
(CSA appointed five out of 12 independent directors), the barrier of relinquishing control by
regional interests to independent control was never crossed.
26. CSA did institute limited reform deciding that five out of 12 directors would be independent. Seven
members – the majority – were presidents of affiliates, which also meant they sat on the MC. The
new president and vice president would be chosen from among them, and they would relinquish
their positions as presidents of their affiliates once they took up these leadership positions on the
Board of CSA.
27. Initially, the five independent Board members were independently screened, but by the time
of the 2019/2020 crisis, independent screening had given way to an internal CSA process for
choosing ‘independent’ members. The cricket community regarded at least some so-called
independent members as not independent at all.
28. The CSA Board was responsible for running the organisation with oversight to be provided by
the MC. The president of the MC was also the chair of the CSA Board. The majority of CSA Board
members were also MC members.
29. This led to an untenable situation where the same people who were running the organisation
would then preside over its oversight. The conflicts of interest were obvious: one cannot be player
and umpire at the same time. The IB chairperson noted this was ‘like marking your own homework’.

5) Events leading to the appointment of the
Interim Board: The Fundudzi Forensic Audit
30. South African cricket had several successful years. However, CSA incurred heavy losses when
uncertainty arose over the planned T20 Global League (‘GLT20’) scheduled for the end of 2017,
which intended to bring new games and revenue to South Africa.
31. The Board decided in October 2017 to postpone the GLT20 by a year and thereafter, cancelled
it. In June 2018 the Board launched the T20 Mzansi Super League. As a result of the GLT20
cancellation CSA was compelled to pay several hundred million rands in compensation to 138
cricket players, eight team owners, vendors, stadia and equipment.
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32. The financial losses from the aborted global league were compounded by leadership changes that
happened just prior to its cancellation. CSA had lost a vastly experienced CEO – previously the
CEO of the ICC – and, with the benefit of hindsight, the executive weaknesses and inexperience
described in the Fundudzi Report and this IB report were a serious problem for the organisation.
33. The term of the new and inexperienced CEO, Mr Thabang Moroe, was short lived. An accumulation
of governance failures, loss of revenue and reputational damage led to his suspension on 6
December 2019. On 4 December, the Daily Maverick said that CSA was embroiled in litigation, the
administration was emasculated, provincial boards were captured, lucrative retainers were paid,
there were reports of first-class travel, the troubling restructuring of the game, wastage on fancy
hotels and the best wines. 1
34. Former CSA chairperson Adv. Norman Arendse wrote an open letter that concluded, ‘All of
the above leads me to one very sad conclusion: the CSA board has simply abdicated its fiduciary
responsibilities by failing to act with the due care, skill and diligence required of it by the Companies Act
and the CSA constitution. To the extent that the MC are aware of the above-mentioned shortcomings
and failures of governance, they too must share responsibility, and be held accountable.’
35. A forensic audit report would later find other examples of substantial financial losses through
actions that included a significant number of alleged violations of the Companies Act.
36. Alongside massive governance failure with potential criminal liability, the removal on 25
November 2019 of the accreditation of five sports journalists who had highlighted the CSA’s
missteps vastly escalated the reputational damage to CSA.
37. The public outcry over the removal of journalists’ accreditation brought the crisis to a head.
Momentum, a major CSA sponsor, met with the CSA leadership and outlined ‘very specific
governance and reputational requirements’ that the organisation had to deliver on if it was to
restore public trust and corporate confidence.
38. Chief among Momentum’s demands to the crisis-riddled CSA were the resignations of the
members of the Board and the institution of a forensic audit into its affairs. 2
39. The Players Association (‘SACA’) CEO Andrew Breetzke said it is important for CSA and SACA to find
a workable middle ground for the betterment of the players. ‘The relationship between SACA and
CSA has been characterised by open hostility over the past 12 months,’ Breetzke said. 3
40. CSA was compelled to place its CEO on precautionary suspension (6 December 2019) and order
a new forensic investigation. After much baffling delay, on 5 March 2020, the CSA appointed
Fundudzi Forensic Services (‘Fundudzi’) to conduct an investigation into various governance issues.
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6) The Fundudzi Report
41. The brief of the Fundudzi Forensic Audit was to determine whether management and the Board
of Directors adhered to an appropriate governance framework, whether funds were used for their
intended purposes, internal controls were in place, policies on issues such as conflict of interest
were adhered to, and sub-committee decisions were informed and reasonable.
42. The 430-page report was completed on 31 July 2020, and detailed a now familiar record of
maladministration, again largely tied to a CEO already on suspension.
43. The Fundudzi Report concluded that the CEO did not meet the minimum qualification required for
the position of CSA CEO and should not have even been shortlisted: he did not have the required
minimum of a Bachelor of Business Administration or equivalent qualification, or the required
minimum of eight years executive management experience in business, cricket or a commercial entity.
44. According to the Fundudzi Report, the ‘CSA Board was aware or ought to have been aware that (he)
did not meet the minimum qualification for the position of CSA CEO.’
45. The report found cases where CSA funds had been fruitlessly spent, contracts were entered into in
violation of procurement policy, credit cards were abused, internal controls were not adhered to,
loans were not recovered and adverse audit findings were not resolved.
46. Below are just some of the more significant examples where the previous Board was remiss:
(i)

CSA advanced a total of R168 981 187.00 in stadium upgrade loans to its Affiliate Members
during the period May 2017 to November 2019.
While the upgrades were in all likelihood necessary, at 30 November 2019, only R13.9 million
(8%) had been repaid. R155 million (92%) remained outstanding.
The Fundudzi audit ‘could not find any indication that there has been an effort by CSA to
recover the total debt of R150 million owed by the Affiliate Members. Although management
is adamant that CSA will eventually recover the amount of loans owed to the organisation by
Affiliate Members, there seems to be no plan to collect the said outstanding loans. The CSA Board
cannot claim not to have known that the Affiliate Members were not making payments towards
the stadium upgrade loans advanced to them by CSA. The Presidents of the various Affiliates
that benefit from the CSA loans sit as CSA Board and Board Committees and approve loans to
their Affiliates. The CSA Board was therefore aware that the Affiliate Members were not making
payments towards the loans advanced to them by CSA.’
(ii) After the CSA exercised ‘step in rights’ to take control of the Western Province Cricket
Association (‘WPCA’) on the grounds of alleged maladministration, the WPCA took the CSA
to arbitration. The arbitration found against the CSA and awarded legal costs against the
CSA amounting to R565 000.00. The Report found this could have been avoided had the CSA
exercised the due care, skill and diligence expected of directors.
(iii) The audit estimated that CSA would suffer losses of between R12.4 million and R27.5 million
as a result of a failure to conduct a due diligence on GSC, a foreign company CSA signed a
contract with.
(iv) CSA paid Tinanati R3 490 036.92 without following procurement policies and procedures. The
contract was intended to produce a minimum of R30 million in new revenue, but the audit
found no evidence of any revenue resulting from the contract.
(v) A human resources officer was paid a total of R1 253 216.50 for the period 2017 to 2018 for
ad hoc human resources-related work without a signed contract.
(vi) CSA failed to promote and protect the interests, activities and welfare of CSA when it revoked
the media accreditation of five journalists because of their critical reports.
(vii) Various sponsors, including Standard Bank, Momentum, Sunfoil, and KFC made clear
their dissatisfaction about governance flaws and in particular the revocation of media
accreditation of the five journalists.
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47. The Fundudzi Report identified the same governance weakness highlighted by the Nicholson
Report – that the CSA was controlled by a non-independent board: ‘We recommend that CSA
considers amending the composition of the Board to include more Independent Directors in order to
ensure independence and objectivity in respect of matters relating to Affiliates.’
48. It referred with approval to the King IV Practice 31 of Principle 7 recommendation that the
governing body should elect an independent non-executive member as chair to lead the
governing body in the objective and effective discharge of its governance role and responsibilities.
49. The report recommended disciplinary inquiries and investigations into a number of alleged
violations of the Companies Act and the Corrupt Practices Act. But it also made clear this was
not sufficient: ‘The findings in this report should be addressed decisively by CSA. We believe that
corrective action limited to the specific individual findings alone would likely address symptoms but not
the underlying causes. This approach carries the risk of deficiencies recurring in future. It is therefore
imperative that the underlying causes contributing to the deficiencies be properly understood and
addressed as part of the corrective actions to be taken in response to our report.’

7) Consequences of the Fundudzi Report
50. On 19 June 2020, the CSA Board appeared before Parliament’s National Assembly Portfolio
Committee on Sport, where the CSA President undertook to release the report on 30 June. At that
meeting the Minister rebuked CSA for a lack of transformation in cricket.
51. When the CSA did not release the Fundudzi Report to the public, Parliament or the Minister of
Sport, Arts and Culture, as promised, pressure on CSA intensified. On 17 August 2020 the Board
chairperson, Mr Chris Nenzani, resigned from the CSA Board and as President of the MC.
He promised the public an explanation after the 2020 AGM which was due to be held a month
later but never happened. 4
52. He was replaced by an Acting President, Mr Beresford Williams, who told Parliament on 20 August
2020 that the report was ‘not ready’ for release and the Board had not had time to view it. He said
when it was ready, anyone who wished to see it would have to sign a non-disclosure agreement
(‘NDA’). This would also apply to members of Parliament and the Minister as it did to Board
members. So the MC members, for example, had to go to offices of Bowmans attorneys to read it.
CSA was severely criticised for this excessive secrecy.
53. The IB took the position from the outset that excessive secrecy was part of the pattern of
governance failures. The IB was determined to adopt a policy of transparency and accountability
as part of the process of winning back the confidence of public opinion. One of the IB’s first
acts was to make this report public – in unredacted form – as the IB believed it was in the public
interest. 5

REFERENCES
4 https://www.news24.com/sport/cricket/proteas/csa-president-chris-nenzani-resigns-contract-of-suspended-coo-appiah-terminated-20200817
https://www.timeslive.co.za/sport/cricket/2020-08-19-saca-wants-answers-from-ex-csa-president-nenzani-why-resign-three-weeks-before-the-agm/

5 https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2020-11-25-full-fundudzi-report-reveals-csas-catastrophic-management-failures/
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54. On 11 September 2020, SASCOC requested the CSA Board step aside so it could exercise step in
rights under Section 13(4) of the National Sport and Recreation Act of 1998, thereby taking charge
of CSA on the grounds that CSA had brought South African cricket into disrepute.
55. The following day, 12 September, CSA informed SASCOC they did not agree to step aside and had
taken legal advice.
56. Twenty-four hours later, on 13 September, SASCOC informed the ICC that the CSA was refusing to
release the audit report and explained why they needed to intervene.
57. A meeting took place between the two organisations, but SASCOC continued to demand the
report be released and CSA insisted NDAs be signed first.
58. On 1 October, the Minister met with CSA and told them to comply with SASCOC’s intervention.
59. On 6 October, CSA’s seven-strong delegation which included Acting President Beresford Williams
and independent directors Eugenia Kula-Ameyaw, Marius Schoeman and Dheven Dharmalingam
faced a hostile Parliamentary Portfolio Committee whose chairperson rebuked Mr Williams: ‘I’m
very disappointed with your leadership for disrespecting even the chairperson of this committee, who
gave you chances when the members said I shouldn’t.’
60. On 13 October, after complying with CSA’s insistence they sign non-disclosure forms to read the
report, the parliamentary committee called on the Acting Chairperson to resign because he was
implicated in, among other matters, the appointment of the CEO who did not meet the minimum
requirements for the position.
61. The following day, on 14 October, the Minister gave the CSA notice that he intended to intervene
and called on all members to resign by 27 October.
62. By 26 October all members of the CSA Board, independents and non-independents, resigned.
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SECTION 2

The CSA Interim Board
Section 2: The Interim Board
1. Appointment of the Interim Board
2. Clarifying roles and the International Cricket Council (‘ICC’)
3. The workings of the IB

INTERIM BOARD OF CRICKET SOUTH AFRICA

1) Appointment of the Interim Board
63. By October 2020, the problems faced by CSA were considerable. Cricket was facing another
governance crisis. The reputation of the organisation was at an exceedingly low ebb among its
key stakeholders: the cricket-loving public, government, players, the players’ association, the
international cricket community, sponsors, contributors, the media and supporters.
64. Ministerial representatives and CSA (which included the MC) considered various interventions,
including the appointment of an independent board. The MC resisted this route, but it is widely
believed they had accepted the idea of the appointment of an Interim Board (‘IB’) as a compromise
after it became clear that the Minister was seriously considering drastic action against CSA.
65. On 30 October 2020, the Minister of Sport, Arts and Culture, Mr Emmanuel Nathi Mthethwa,
publicly announced the CSA Interim Board and its purpose. The announcement was made
with the concurrence of the MC and the CSA Acting President was at the Minister’s side during
the media announcement. For reasons explained below, the IB only took office officially on 15
November.
66. Guided by the Nicholson Report recommendations, it was agreed that an IB of nine members
would be appointed. Three of the nine members would be nominated by the MC, while six would
be nominated by the Minister, including the Chair of the Board. The IB members were selected
on the basis of board experience, expertise and integrity and comprised a range of skills in the
areas of law, finance, governance, cricket, business, and international relations, among others. The
IB would also include nominees received from members of the community, the MC and the SA
Cricketers’ Association (‘SACA’).
Minister’s nominees on the next page ....
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67. The Minister’s six nominees were:
Judge Zak Yacoob* (73) (Interim Chairman):
Judge Yacoob has BA and LLB degrees, is an anti-apartheid activist and a former Justice of the Constitutional
Court of South Africa. He was appointed to the bench in 1998 by President Nelson Mandela.

Judith February (49):
A lawyer, governance specialist and columnist, and a Visiting Fellow at the Wits School of Governance. She
has a BA degree (majoring in Law and Latin), an LLB degree as well as an LLM in Commercial Law, all from
the University of Cape Town. Judith has worked extensively on issues of good governance, transparency and
accountability within the South African context. She is also a trustee of the Nelson Mandela Foundation and
independent director on the Board of Coronation Fund managers and the author of Turning and turning:
exploring the complexities of South Africa’s democracy (2018) (PanMacmillan).

Haroon Lorgat CA (SA) (61):
A qualified chartered accountant and an independent director of companies. He was a former managing
partner at EY and served on the firm’s national executive committee. He was recruited in a worldwide search
in early 2008 to be the CEO of the International Cricket Council (2008–-2012). In 2013 he was appointed as
the CEO of CSA and at the time of his departure (September 2017), CSA was widely acknowledged as a worldclass organisation. He played first-class cricket and was regularly selected in the South African Cricket Board
national team.

Nkeko Caroline Mampuru** (48):
Caroline holds a B.Proc, LLB and has a post graduate diploma in Executive Leadership. She is the Deputy
Head at the Special Investigating Unit (SIU). Prior to joining the SIU in September 2017 her previous roles
included Business Executive – Investigations at the office of the Auditor General of SA, Chief Director at the
Public Service Commission, State Advocate at the Asset Forfeiture Unit and Junior Commissioner at the CCMA.

Dr Stavros Nicolaou (55):
Dr Nicolaou, B. Pharm (Wits), FPS (SA), PhD (Wits) Honoris Causa, has over 30 years’ experience in the
domestic and international pharmaceutical industry and the South African corporate sector in general. He
has been a strong proponent of public private partnerships and to this end some of his Board appointments
have included Brand South Africa, Proudly South Africa, Transnet, the BRICS Business Council, the Special
SEZ Advisory Board, the World Bank / IFC Technical Advisory Board on Strengthening of Healthcare Systems,
the Northwest University Business School Advisory Board, the Gauteng Growth and Development Agency
(GGDA), The National COVID Vaccine Co-ordinating Committee (NCVCC) to mention some of these. He serves
as the Chairman of the Public Health Enhancement Fund (PHEF), the Pharmaceutical Task Group (PTG), and
Pharmaceuticals Manufactured in SA (PHARMISA) and also serves on the Boards of Business Unity South
Africa (BUSA) and Business for SA (B4SA).

Omphile Ramela*** (SACA nominee) (33):
Omphile has a BA degree and two honours degrees (in Philosophy and Economics). A former South African ‘A’
team cricketer, he is a left-handed batsman and left-arm orthodox spin bowler.

*
**
***

Judge Zak Yacoob stepped down from the IB on 27 January 2021 and Dr Stavros Nicolaou was appointed to replace 		
him as Chairperson.
Ms Mampuru could not extend her term beyond 15 February 2021 due to work commitments.
Removed from the IB on 15 December 2020.
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68. The Members’ Council appointed three members:
Dawn Mbatha CA (SA) (39):
An experienced and qualified Chartered Accountant, Audit Partner, Audit Regulator, Consultant and Finance
Executive with extensive management and operations experience in both the private and public sector. She
is the Chief Financial Officer of the Electoral Commission, and a former Inspector with the Independent
Regulating Board of Auditors. Former clients include the Development Bank of South Africa, ARMSCOR, Road
Agency Limpopo, Eskom, Technology Innovation Agency, Eskom Treasury, MTN SP, Transnet Group, Airports
Company South Africa, South African Airways, Department of Defence, the National Radioactive Waste
Disposal Institute and the International Market Centre (USA).

Professor Andre Odendaal (67):
Holder of a writer-in-residence Fellowship at the University of the Western Cape (‘UWC’), with a dozen
books on South African ‘struggle’ and cricket history to his name, he was founding director of both the
UWC-based Mayibuye Centre (1991) and the Robben Island Museum (1997) – the first official heritage
institution of democratic South Africa. A former first-class cricketer, he chaired the Transformation
Monitoring Committee of the UCBSA (1999–2002) and was CEO of WPCA and the Cape Cobras
(2004¬2015).

Xolani Peter Vonya (34):
A mathematician with honours in computational and applied mathematics (University of the Witwatersrand).
Currently head of data analytics at Standard Bank South Africa with distinct leadership in the data science
banking stream. A dynamic young leader in cricket administration and a past President of Easterns Cricket
Union (2019–2020).
69. It was recognised by the parties involved that the Minister, technically speaking, had no power to
appoint members of the CSA Board, as this could only be mandated by the MC. It was, however,
accepted by all concerned that the MC would ensure the validation of the appointment of all nine
members as a matter of urgency.
70. With the MC Acting President in attendance, on 30 October 2020 the Minister publicly announced
the proposed IB directors and the purpose of the IB. The Minister stated that: ‘… following
continued public criticism on how Cricket South Africa was conducting its affairs, particularly in the
areas of leadership, governance, transformation, selection of teams, from various interest groups within
and outside cricket, I was urged to step in and assist Cricket South Africa to resolve their problems’.
71. His public address was followed immediately by the IB’s first meeting, which was called – and
attended – by the Minister of Sport and his ministerial team, representatives of the MC and CSA
management, as well as the nine members of the IB who were contemplated for appointment.
72. In his opening remarks, the Minister outlined the difficulties in cricket and set out the IB’s terms of
reference for a three-month term (that could be extended if required). He mandated the IB to deal
expeditiously with current governance systems, structures and procedures in the following nine
areas:
i.
ii.
iii.

Implement the recommendations set out in the Nicholson Report that have not been
implemented to date;
Address the areas of concern identified in the Fundudzi forensic report and take the
necessary steps to implement its recommendations with a view to remedying the relevant
problems and shortcomings;
Transformation;
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vi.

Make the necessary preparations and arrangements for CSA’s annual general meeting to
be held as soon as reasonably practicable and for a new board of directors to be elected in
accordance with the Memorandum of Incorporation (‘MOI’);
vii. Assess the efficacy of CSA’s executive and initiate such measures as may be necessary to
remedy any deficiencies and to facilitate the optimal functioning of CSA’s executive;
viii. Consider the position of women in South African cricket and identify aspects that will require
intervention; and
ix. Consider the proposed restructuring of domestic cricket in South Africa and the findings of
the Richardson Report in that regard.
73. After the Minister’s input the meeting was conducted by the IB Chairperson. Each of the matters
that had been referred to the IB as part of its mandate was then briefly discussed and referred to
a particular member or members of the IB for reportback at a meeting to be held on 2 November
2020. None of the MC members raised any objection to the IB and its work.
74. The Minister provided the IB with a clear mandate to restore the reputation of cricket in South
Africa and internationally, and restore good governance to its administration. The IB accepted its
mandate and committed to implementing it.
75. To effectively carry out the tasks delegated to IB members, it was necessary for the IB to be
provided with several documents and information pertaining to the affairs of CSA. On the basis
that it had the full authority of a Board, the IB issued instructions – without any objections – to the
management team to deliver the required documents by email the next day. IB members would
in turn produce reports by 1 November 2020 for discussion at the next Board meeting set for 2
November. This point is relevant to show the acceptance and authority of the IB.
76. The short time frame and the urgency required to tackle the mandate was apparent to all
members of the IB.
77. The IB invited, among others, the CSA past President, Mr Chris Nenzani, and the immediate past
Acting President, Mr Beresford Willliams, to meet and share their insights with the IB. Neither
responded to the invitations. SACA and other stakeholders responded enthusiastically to meet the
IB and exchange views.

2) Clarifying roles and the matter of the
International Cricket Council (‘ICC’)
78. The ICC is the world governing body of cricket. It is responsible for the organisation and
governance of cricket’s major international tournaments. South Africa is one of three founding
members, and currently one of only 12 Full Members. There are 92 Associate Members. Major
decisions at the ICC are currently dominated by the three wealthiest cricket nations (India, England
and Australia).
79. To represent and protect South Africa’s interests, it has historically been essential that South
Africa is appropriately and independently represented at the ICC. Credible leadership and a strong
performing national team are prerequisites for effective representation of South Africa’s interests.
80. Given CSA’s boardroom woes, it was clear that CSA was not in a position to offer the strategic
input needed at the ICC at a time when that body was making key decisions about the future. This
has had a detrimental effect on South Africa’s ability to influence the global game. Intrinsically
linked to CSA’s boardroom dysfunction was a Proteas men’s team in transition.
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81. Two urgent decisions concerning the ICC were discussed at the first meeting of the IB on 30
October 2020. The first was who should represent South Africa on the ICC Board, and the second
was who should South Africa support in the forthcoming election of the chairperson of the ICC.
82. Since one of the IB’s nine mandated items was to secure and enhance the strategic position of
South Africa in the ICC, the IB was of the firm view that it should take responsibility for both these
decisions.
83. Insofar as the Chairpersonship of the ICC was concerned, there were two nominees standing for
election, the incumbent from Singapore and a candidate from New Zealand. The IB’s view was that
it would be preferable to support the incumbent, who would better serve the less powerful and
smaller countries involved in cricket.
84. Media reports suggested that the candidate from New Zealand was proposed and supported by
the ‘Big 3’ as he was more likely to be a proxy for their agendas, notably to revisit the number of
ICC global events being proposed and the Future Tour Programme in order to suit their needs
rather than the broader needs of all the ICC member countries.6
85. The IB wanted CSA to stand for equity among all nations in the ICC, not just for a few. It wanted CSA
to act with integrity and fairness in repositioning the ICC so that it in turn acts in the best interests of
the global game as espoused by its very own responsibilities, vision and growth strategies.
86. It was evident that this was a vexed matter and the IB postponed a decision so that there could be
further consultations on the issue. One such consultation was with SACA.
87. The IB’s second meeting took place on 2 November 2020. The President of the MC was invited to
attend, but he declined.
88. The IB held a robust discussion on the issue of whether it or the MC should appoint the ICC
representative. It was during this discussion that the IB was informed that the MC, at its meeting
of 31 October 2020, had nominated its Acting President, Mr Rihan Richards, to represent CSA at
the ICC.
89. The CSA Company Secretary assured the IB at this meeting that no actions had been taken to
finalise the ICC appointment. However, later on and as it was proved during his disciplinary
hearing, it came to light that his conduct in this regard was ‘devious and very concerning’ as he was
at precisely this time securing the appointment of Mr Richards as CSA’s representative at the ICC.
Without the knowledge or instruction of the IB he had forwarded an email confirming Mr Richard’s
nomination, enclosing duly signed acceptance documentation. This was done in the evening while
the IB was in session on 2 November 2020.
90. Unaware of these developments, the IB continued to discuss the issue of who should be the next
Chair of the ICC. The IB concluded that it preferred the incumbent from Singapore on the basis
already alluded to, which is that the incumbent would be a better fit for all members and was
more likely to help smaller countries to develop and gain access to resources.
91. The IB also later established that the Acting President of the MC voted in support of the New
Zealand candidate to be the Chair of the ICC without the approval of the IB. The IB had not seen
nor been informed of any resolution taken by the MC to this effect.
REFERENCES
6 https://gulfnews.com/sport/cricket/icc/icc-chairman-new-zealands-greg-barclay-in-pole-position-for-top-job-1.74717345
https://www.forbes.com/sites/tristanlavalette/2020/11/20/aided-by-indias-power-and-politicking-greg-barclay-is-closing-in-on-becoming-crickets-top-boss/
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92. The MC had met on 31 October 2020, one day after the first meeting of the IB. The IB was given
the assurance at their meeting the previous night that their appointment would be confirmed at
the MC meeting.
93. Minutes of all MC meetings were requested by the IB soon after their appointment. The minutes
of the MC meeting of 31 October 2020 were only received by the IB as part of a large batch of
minutes on 23 December 2020.
94. The IB found that the MC minutes of the above date did not reflect any discussion whatsoever on
the issue of the appointment of South Africa’s representative to the ICC.
95. The minutes showed that there was extensive discussion about formalising the appointment of
the IB. The MC resolution reflected that it would confirm eight members of the IB, and that the
ninth member would be declined.
96. The MC Acting President was instructed to raise its objections with the IB Chair and the Minister,
but these matters were never raised with the IB.
97. The minutes also showed that, after lengthy discussion, the MC expressed satisfaction regarding
the terms of reference for the IB and the role of the IB Chair in relation to the role of the MC
President.
98. None of these matters were conclusively resolved. Further interaction was postponed on the basis
that there would be a discussion with the Acting President and the Minister, but such discussions
also did not take place.
99. The IB, not knowing that the MC had passed a resolution to appoint only eight of its nine
members, asked for a joint meeting on 5 November 2020. The aim of the meeting was to
discuss and clarify the roles of the IB, the MC, the President, the Chairperson, and members of
management so that operations could proceed quickly and efficiently.
100. Now aware through feedback from the executives that the formalisation of the IB’s appointment
did not take place on 31 October, the Chair of the IB by way of introduction, informed the MC that
the IB required an assurance from the MC before proceeding with any of the items on the agenda.
101. The assurance required was that the MC would proceed with the discussion at the joint meeting
on the basis that all the members of the IB had been properly appointed. Questions had now
been raised about the perceived conflict of interest of four of the nine members of the IB. The
IB had taken the view, as is standard practice, that those of its members who were conflicted in
relation to particular issues would not participate in the determination of those issues, and that
the Chair would make the final decision in relation to each of these matters.
102. Ultimately, the MC was still prepared to recognise only eight of the nine members of the Board.
It refused to accept the verbal assurance of the Chair that no member of the IB would be allowed
to participate in a discussion in relation to any issue in which that member would have a conflict
in any respect whatsoever. The meeting was acrimonious, and there being no further purpose in
continuing with business, the meeting was terminated.
103. CSA was once more facing a constitutional crisis of sorts, even after the Minister’s intervention.
104. The IB wrote to the Minister on 6 November 2020 describing what had occurred at the attempted
joint meeting the previous evening. The IB made it clear that it was unable to continue liaising with
the MC until it fully recognised the IB. The Acting President in turn wrote that the MC was of the
view that the IB had not responded to the conflict of interest issue.
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105. The Minister then called a joint meeting of the MC and the IB on 8 November 2020. The Minister
made it clear that, in his view, it was inappropriate for issues like conflicts to be raised at this
late stage when the IB members’ names had already been announced. He insisted that the IB
should be permitted to continue its work on the basis of the usual rules being applied to deal
with conflicts at a board level. He also emphasised that it was necessary for the MC to cooperate
with the IB in the achievement of CSA’s objectives and its task to implement governance reform
as recommended in the Nicholson Report. The IB expressed its satisfaction, and the MC raised no
objection.
106. It was noted by the IB that all parties were satisfied and that there would be no further stalling by
the MC and that the work of the IB could proceed.
107. However, the IB received a letter from the MC dated 11 November 2020 which raised various
issues concerning the appointment of the IB and again claimed one member of the IB had a
conflict of interest. The IB was under the impression that this matter had been settled in the
meeting between the Minister, the IB and the MC on 8 November 2020. The IB issued a public
statement to that effect and informed the MC accordingly. In any event, the IB continued its work.
108. Public pressure continued to escalate, and many CSA sponsors insisted that the MC recognise the IB.
109. On 13 November the Minister informed the MC he would exercise his powers under Section
13(5) of the Sports and Recreation Act and take over the administration. This would trigger South
Africa’s removal from all international cricket and put the CSA’s funds under the Minister’s control.
110. The appointment of the members of the IB was eventually validated by the MC on 17 November
2020 and the IB was finally recognised. The delay had occurred solely because the MC had backpedalled after having accepted the IB and the Minister’s nine-point mandate before the end of
October.
111. This background is important as it highlights the obstacles faced by the IB since its appointment.
It seemed that the MC did not fully appreciate the depth of governance and administrative
dysfunction cricket and that there was a real need to start working in earnest and with great
urgency.
112. This was manifested on numerous occasions when matters previously agreed upon were
reopened at the MC’s insistence. This stymied the workings of the IB and was the genesis of the
IB’s ultimate view that ‘two centres of power’ was not suitable for any future governance structure
and needed revision in the MOI.
113. The IB mandate included implementation of the Nicholson recommendations which proposed a
majority independent board, but this would again be challenged by the MC at the eleventh hour
when changes to the MOI were ready for adoption.
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3) The workings of the Interim Board
114. The IB from the outset appreciated the importance of delivering on its mandate and recognised
there would be strong resistance to implementing the changes to the CSA governance structure
recommended by Judge Nicholson and required by best practice.
115. All members of the IB were considered sufficiently independent and expressed a firm
commitment to work only in the best interests of the game and the country, notwithstanding the
public refusal of the MC to proceed with appointing the IB and specifically one member of the IB,
116. As stated above, the IB expressly informed the MC that any conflict of interest that may arise
involving any director would be dealt with in the usual way in which any board would.
117. The IB members agreed to a capped monthly fee notwithstanding the complexities of their roles,
the substantial time that would be required to deliver on the IB’s mandate, and personal risks
directors might face as a result of the distress CSA was facing at the time.
118. Justice Yacoob declined his fees and Dr Nicolaou requested CSA to pay his fees to sponsor
education for under-privileged children.
119. IB members agreed upfront that each would only serve for a limited period and would not be
available to serve on a new board that would be installed at the impending AGM.
120. The IB started as a nine-person board. Mr Ramela was removed by the Board on 15 December
2020; Justice Yacoob stepped down on 27 January 2021 following an unfortunate incident with a
journalist; and due to work pressures Ms Mampuru was not available to extend her term beyond
15 February 2021.
121. The initial three-month tenure of the IB ended on 15 February 2021. There were three
subsequent extensions, each requiring much persuasion to convince certain IB members to
extend their service. The three extensions were:
o
o
o

from 16 February 2021 to 17 April 2021;
from 18 April 2021 to 14 May 2021;
from 15 May 2021 to 12 June 2021.

122. Early in November 2020 the Company Secretary had presented the IB with a request to form the
standard board committees. After due consideration, which included factors like the short-term
tenure of the IB, the significance of matters to be dealt with and the skills diversity available on
the full board, the majority of IB members felt that it was preferable for all matters to be dealt
with by the full board and to form working groups/ad-hoc committees on a needs basis.
123. The IB can attest to robust debate throughout its tenure. There were many complex issues to
deal with and in several instances unanimity could not be achieved. The IB operated on the basis
of a majority decision.
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SECTION 3

Implementing the
Mandate
Section 3: Implementing the Mandate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Implementing the Nicholson Report recommendations
Addressing the recommendations of the Fundudzi Report
Transformation in South African cricket
The position of women in South African cricket
Safeguarding and enhancing the reputation of CSA and cricket
Strategically positioning South Africa within the ICC
Preparations for CSA’s Annual General Meeting and election of
new CSA Board
Assessment of the CSA executive
Restructuring of domestic cricket in South Africa

INTERIM BOARD OF CRICKET SOUTH AFRICA

124.

The Interim Board received a ninepoint mandate to fulfil its role and
restore confidence in CSA and its
structures. The purpose of the
mandate was to establish a sound
governance platform for the future,
restore the reputation of CSA, both
domestically and internationally, and
position it to play a strategic role in
transformation, advancing women’s
cricket and the international game.
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Implementing the Mandate
The nine points were as follows:

The Interim Board received a nine-point
mandate to fulfil its role and restore
confidence in CSA, and its structures.

1

Implementing
recommendations set
out in the Nicholson
Report that have not
been implemented
to date

2

Addressing the areas of
concern identified in the
Fundudzi Forensic Report
and taking the necessary
steps to implement its
recommendations with
a view to remedying the
relevant problems and
shortcomings

Continues on the next page ...

3

Transformation

4

Considering the
position of women in
South African cricket
and identifying
aspects that require
intervention

5

Safeguarding and
enhancing the
reputation of CSA
and of cricket in
South Africa

IMPLEMENTING THE MANDATE

6

Securing and
enhancing the
strategic position of
South Africa within
the International
Cricket Council

7

Making the necessary
preparations and
arrangements for CSA’s
Annual General Meeting
to be held as soon as
reasonably practicable
and for a new board of
directors to be elected in
accordance with the MOI

8

Assessing the
efficacy of CSA’s
executive and
initiating such
measures as may be
necessary to remedy
any deficiencies
and to facilitate the
optimal functioning
of CSA’s executive

9

Considering
the proposed
restructuring of
domestic cricket in
South Africa and
the findings of the
Richardson Report in
that regard
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MANDATE ITEM 1
Implementing recommendations set out in the Nicholson Report that have not
been implemented to date

1) Introduction
125. The Minister’s mandate tasked the IB with restructuring South African cricket governance in line
with the recommendations of the Nicholson Report. The legal form this would take was through
updating the CSA MOI.
126. The Nicholson Report of 2012 recommended that the board be made up of a majority of
independent directors. The report reflected the authors’ expectation that the recommendation
would be implemented and that this would be done in a new, independent spirit. Few details
were spelt out.
127. In order to ensure that the new architecture of South African cricket provided a sound basis for
the sport and would be fit for purpose to address South Africa’s historical imbalances, the IB
took account of the historical context underlying the need to produce long-term stability and key
outcomes. The Nicholson Report was considered to be the minimum required and needed to be
augmented with the King IV Report on Corporate Governance and other best practice governance
benchmarks.
128. Following the rapid rise of professionalism after South Africa was admitted back into international
cricket in the 1990s, a hybrid model of corporate governance came into being. New boards
were established in major provinces to run aspects of the game on a professional footing. These
operated alongside the traditional executive committees elected on a representative basis in each
province in accordance with the amateur ethos implanted during the British colonial period.
129. In line with these developments the United Cricket Board of South Africa (‘UCBSA’) converted into
a non-profit company around 2004 and underwent a name change to CSA. In the 21st century
environment of economic globalisation and the advance of cricket as big business, especially after
the launch of the T20 format in the mid-2000s, the business approach rose in importance, often
operating in tension with the old committee system of elected officials. This hybrid governance
model was complicated: South African cricket cannot operate exclusively as a business focused
on profit only, but has to take into account provincial structures, necessary transformation
imperatives and the development of cricket for the benefit of the entire nation.
130. After cricket unity and political democracy in the 1990s, a high premium – entrenched in
the 1996 constitution of democratic South Africa – was put on the social goals of redress
and transformation for previously disenfranchised people after centuries of oppression and
discriminatory segregation under colonialism and apartheid.
131. This required finding a particular South African approach, which merged social democratic
aspirations with the conventional bottom-line approaches of professional sport and business,
preventing the latter from developing unchecked into privatised sporting vehicles that would
increase rather than decrease the historical imbalances between elite and grassroots sport.
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132. Government’s inability to grow school sport, and to change rich/poor apartheid spatial patterns
in the towns to provide facilities and access to those previously excluded from sport exacerbated
these pressures.
133. Given this background, CSA’s IB agreed early that its prime mandate -- suggesting a more
effective and efficient system of corporate governance -- should not exclude the game’s social
responsibilities in a society rebuilding itself. Indeed, it should highlight these responsibilities.
134. The result was the drafting of Schedule 4 in the revised MOI, with its particular vision and goals
for the company. See Point 3 (Transformation) for further details.

2) Actions taken
135. The IB focused on certain key areas to strengthen governance at CSA through implementing the
recommendations of the Nicholson and Fundudzi reports. Both reports identified various failures
in governance and made recommendations to strengthen governance at CSA.
136. IB members accepted their appointment in line with this mandate. There was unwavering and
unanimous agreement on the need to improve corporate governance in cricket. This became
a key focus area for the IB – to amend the MOI by making provision for a majority board of
independent directors and an independent chairperson.
137. Once it became known that the IB had adopted the widespread advice of governance experts as
well as the Nicholson Report, fervent objections were expressed by some cricket office-bearers
and in some media outlets that this would put cricket in the hands of ‘non-cricket people’, lead
to uncritical corporatisation which would in turn undermine the goals of transformation and the
social value of the game. This is a fallacious argument that appeared to be designed to protect
vested interests and entrench poor governance practices. It has no basis in sound corporate
governance.
138. It is widely understood that ‘independent’ does not mean ignorant of the sport of cricket. On the
contrary, knowledge of cricket is one of the criteria for the selection of independent members.
The most exalted, senior cricket names in the country would be eligible, indeed likely, candidates
to be independent directors.
139. What is mandatory is that the Board members be independent of any existing cricketing bodies
or other connections that might attach them to a vested interest other than the general wellbeing of cricket in South Africa, in all its manifestations including the national game, the need for
transformation, women’s cricket, and the imperative to build grassroots cricket and establish a
development pipeline of new, formerly excluded players.
140. The IB was fortunate to engage with Adv. Azhar Bham who advised the IB following his detailed
review of the Nicholson Report and the CSA MOI in force at the time.
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141. Adv. Bham presented the IB with an excellent overview on 16 January 2021, specifically identifying
the weaknesses and areas requiring improvement in the CSA governance structure. The IB is
grateful to Adv. Bham for providing his services pro bono.
142. The following process was followed to amend the MOI:
143. Consultations with legal experts: Central to the amendments to the CSA MOI, the IB consulted
legal and governance experts to assist in shaping the CSA governance framework. Prof Michael
Katz, a renowned governance and company law expert, was appointed to review and guide CSA in
amending its MOI and was requested to consider not only the Nicholson Report, but also King IV
and other recognised governance best practices. He was then requested to propose amendments
to the MOI for consideration by CSA.
144. Sub-committee composed of the IB and the MC: In a joint meeting on 27 January 2021, the
IB and the MC resolved to form a sub-committee consisting of three members from each, to
review the MOI. The committee was tasked with consolidating all respective views and including
the previous advice of the corporate and commercial law firm, Bowmans, together with those
provided by Prof Katz and ENSafrica (‘ENS’).
145. These considerations were included in a draft document circulated to CSA constituents, prepared
for consideration and proposed adoption at the scheduled AGM (or SGM), to be held on 17
April 2021. The meetings of the sub-committee were anchored by Prof Katz’s commentary,
with various key principles unanimously agreed, and were not contested. These included that a
majority of independent directors be proposed as per the Nicholson Report recommendation.
146. Engagement with SASCOC: It was agreed that the views of the MOI committee, following
agreement on the principles, would be shared with SASCOC as the umbrella body governing all
sporting codes to ensure alignment prior to the final draft submissions.
147. The MOI committee shared with SASCOC the principle of a majority independent board, the key
recommendation of the Nicholson Report. The committee’s proposals met with much resistance
and ultimately rejection from SASCOC, particularly in relation to the following:
i. The majority of independent directors and an independent chairperson;
ii. The definition of an independent director.
148. The primary reason advanced by SASCOC for why it believed CSA should not accept a majority
independent board was that cricket as a sporting code should not be run by ‘non-cricket’
administrators. It also contested the definition of independence.
149. After the engagements, the MOI joint committee Chairperson reported the SASCOC feedback to
the Chairperson of the IB. On 9 February 2021 SASCOC withdrew from process (See Annexure 2).
This matter was then referred to the office of the Minister.
150. However, the MOI principles were agreed by the MOI joint committee and a document was
circulated for consideration, together with additional inputs made by ENS, for consideration and
adoption.
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151. Engagement with Minister Nathi Mthethwa and the Department of Sport, Arts and Culture:
The Ministry was kept updated and informed that the adoption of the amended MOI was
scheduled for17 April 2021, which was to be the end of the IB’s term of office.
152. The shared inputs from the joint committee were considered by both the IB and the MC. The
report met with resistance from the MC, which led to further consultations, including sessions
with Prof Katz, to restate the fundamental principles that could not be changed as these formed
the basis of the Nicholson recommendations which had been agreed to in setting out the IB’s
mandate.
153. Engagement with MC and the Minister: Due to the impasse ahead of the scheduled Special
General Meeting (SGM), a meeting took place between the IB Chairperson, the MC Acting
President and the Minister on 9 April 2021. At this meeting the MC’s Acting President agreed on
behalf of the MC to a majority of independent board members and an independent chairperson.
154. The following day, the IB issued a media statement (Annexure 3) welcoming the decision
‘taken by the majority of the MC to accept the principle of a majority independent board led by an
independent Chairperson’. This ‘paves the way for the formal amendment of CSA’s MOI and sets cricket
administration on a new governance path,’ the media statement said, announcing that it would
finalise the technicalities of the MOI, and set a date for ‘CSA’s long overdue 2020 AGM’.
155. Given the urgency to return CSA to normalcy with sound and stable governance, and in the
absence of a permanent CSA Board, the 17 April 2021 meeting would take the form of a Special
General Meeting (SGM), specifically to adopt the MOI.
156. An urgent SGM requires that all members must approve a ‘defective notice’ by waiving the usual
notice period required to call an SGM. This technical hurdle was necessitated by the ongoing and
lengthy consultations between the IB and the MC regarding the key principle of independence
on the new CSA Board. There were other more minor disagreements which slowed the pace with
which the IB could amend the MOI.
157. On 15 April 2021 the MC’s Acting President wrote to the Chair saying he had canvassed members
on waiving the defective notice and would respond before 20h00 on the same day. He had also
canvassed members on the final MOI and, at the time of writing his letter, had only one remaining
concern relating to the MOI.
158. The concern related to ‘The one glaring error is the definition of the Non-Independent Director as the
definition was not extracted from the originally approved MOI of 2 February 2021 but from the MOI
that Bowmans proposed, which Members Council vehemently disagree with.’
159. The IB was satisfied the definition ‘error’ would not pose an obstacle to proceed with the SGM.
Accordingly, the IB Chair replied the same day stating ‘I believe that subject to your revision of
clause 1.1.45, the aforementioned definition, we have landed in a place where we now have a final
MOI document that we can present to the SGM on Saturday for approval. In the interim I await your
response on the other formalities’.
160. SASCOC’S 11th hour request to participate in the CSA SGM. Shortly before the SGM and after
having previously written to CSA confirming that SASCOC would not attend, SASCOC sought to
attend the SGM.
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161. The IB chair, with the concurrence of the Acting President, agreed to welcome SASCOC as an
observer rather than as a participant. SASCOC had chosen not to participate in the substantive
discussions, which were now concluded.
162. This was due to the fact that SASCOC had declined invitations to play its part in restoring CSA
to health on several prior occasions. The first opportunity afforded SASCOC to take the lead
in addressing the crisis at CSA was in 2020. When it became clear governance needed to be
addressed, the Minister asked SASCOC to intervene to restore CSA’s administration.
163. SASCOC initially sought to assist but on 25 September 2020 the SASCOC Acting CEO wrote to
the Minister: ‘It has become abundantly clear that CSA, which has resources at its disposal, will not
cooperate with SASCOC and it is inevitable that a dispute will be declared between SASCOC and CSA
which will result in protracted and expensive litigation.’
164. SASCOC concluded that it could not tackle the CSA crisis and said to the Minister that ‘In light
of the lack of resources on our part, SASCOC unfortunately has to refer the matter back to you,
Honourable Minister, to enable you to take whatever action in your powers you deem necessary to
restore the dignity of the game of cricket in this country.’
165. The following month SASCOC repeated its position that it had withdrawn from the CSA matter
in a letter from the SASCOC Acting President (Mr Barry Hendricks) to the Minister on 15 October
2020: ‘I acknowledge that you have assumed full responsibility on the CSA matter,’ it said, adding, ‘I
furthermore humbly commit to work with you to achieve a meaningful and lasting solution to the CSA
matter.’
166. A second opportunity was afforded SASCOC to participate in drafting a new governance structure
for CSA when, on 1 February 2021, it was invited to take part in the three-a-side IB and MC
committee work.
167. In a letter dated 9 February 2021, the SASCOC president confirmed their withdrawal, and stated
‘We therefore ask you to proceed with the process of formulating the MOI in conjunction with the
interim board members, without the SASCOC members.’
168. For these reasons the IB felt that SASCOC had declined to take advantage of the appropriate fora
which, in turn, required the IB and MC to take urgent action as it deemed necessary and without
the participation of SASCOC.
169. The Special General Meeting – 17 April 2021: The meeting took place virtually as planned
with the Minister, MC members, IB directors and the media in attendance. The Minister and IB
chairperson were invited to address the meeting and only the MC members had speaking rights.
170. In line with the pre-meeting agreement, the IB Chairperson welcomed SASCOC’s presence as
observers. Unknown to many, at this stage the SASCOC representative was not in attendance.
171. The Minister, the IB and the public expected the members would approve the MOI. However,
shortly before the vote, the SASCOC President, Mr Barry Hendricks, entered the meeting and
sought permission to speak. This was surprisingly granted by the CSA Acting President at the
behest of certain MC members.
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172. In what was clearly a prepared statement, Mr Hendricks contended that sport must be run by
sportspeople, and that the MOI should be sent to SASCOC prior to its adoption by CSA.
173. Despite a call for transparency by the IB, the SGM vote was held by secret ballot and failed to
meet the 75% threshold required to adopt the amended MOI. On the two fundamental issues of a
majority independent board and an independent chair, a minority of five members voted against
the new governance model with three members having abstained and six in favour.
174. The CSA IB Chair expressed the IB’s disappointment: ‘What happened today was extremely
disappointing and certainly not in the best interests of cricket. A minority of the Members’ Council have
yet again shown itself to place self-preservation ahead of the interests of the game and indeed, the
national interest. This minority is determined to hold the game – and the country – hostage. It has been
aided and abetted by SASCOC, whose intervention in the CSA SGM today was totally unacceptable and
indeed appeared orchestrated. Fortunately, members of the media were present at the SGM to ensure
the public will be informed as to what happened today.’
175. The IB was now in discussion with the Minister to determine the way forward.
176. In a media statement dated 18 April 2021, the Minister expressed his disappointment at the CSA
delegates for failing to adopt the MOI which had previously been agreed by the MC and IB and
stated: ‘Accordingly, any failure to ratify such an agreement entered into by duly authorised Members
Council representative, can only be interpreted as acting in bad faith.’
177. The Minister accused some in cricket administration of demonstrating bad faith, acting
destructively and disrespectfully, and not acting in the best interests of CSA or the sport.
178. The Minister concluded in his statement that he was left with no alternative but to exercise his
rights in terms of s13(5) of the Sports Act. The effect of this would have been that CSA would lose
its international standing, its budget would be frozen, and it would effectively close down South
African cricket for an unknown period.
179. On 19 April 2021 the Minister wrote to the MC citing the ‘deep crisis’ in CSA ‘operating without a
duly constituted board in terms of the Nicholson recommendations’ and requiring the MC to show
cause by 17h00 on 20 April 2021 why he should not invoke his powers under 13(5)(c) to direct
Sport and Recreation South Africa (SRSA) to withdraw its funding and recognition of CSA.
180. The MC responded proposing a multiparty ‘round table discussion sometime this week with all
stakeholders in order to bring this matter to finality’.
181. The Minister rejected this suggestion which he said ‘does not make sense’.
182. On 22 April 2021, the Minister wrote to CSA (jointly to the IB Chairperson and the MC Acting
President) to advise of his decision to invoke Section 13 (5)(c) (i–iii), which would defund and
derecognise CSA and cause his decision to be published in the Government Gazette. He also
committed to inform the ICC of his decision and his reasons.
183. In a lengthy letter setting out the background and reasons, the Minister said: ‘I have concluded that
there remains an intractable and irrational minority of MC members who are implacably opposed to
changing the governance structure of CSA, particularly in relation to a majority independent board and
an independent chairperson. A majority of the MC (six) had already approved the proposals on 17 April
2021 and three of the MC had elected to abstain. Cricket cannot be held hostage to a minority of the MC.’
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184. In a CSA media release the IB Chair said, ‘The Board believes that the Minister was left with no
option but to invoke his powers in terms of the Act. The Board remains concerned that the impact of
the Members’ Council actions will have serious consequences for cricket’s stakeholders, specifically
grassroots cricket and sponsorship contracts. The Minister’s action must, however, now take its course.’
185. The Minister’s decision was published in the Government Gazette and widely publicised. 7
186. The final attempt – A combined meeting of the IB and the MC: Once the Minister had invoked
what the IB chair called the ‘nuclear option’, the sport faced paralysis for an indeterminate period
of time.
187. Mr Haroon Lorgat, a member of the IB and a former CEO of both CSA and ICC with extensive
cricket networks, initiated discussion with certain members of the MC – who were in the majority
and who were in support of the amended MOI – to explore eleventh-hour options to rescue the
CSA from the parlous situation it was now in.
188. Those discussions led to an informal meeting between certain like-minded MC members (Ann
Vilas, Archie Pretorius, Thato Moagi, Xander Snyders and Craig Nel) and the IB on Friday night, 23
April 2021.
189. Following further engagements over the next twenty-four hours, a last-ditch meeting between the
IB and MC was called on Sunday, 25 April 2021.
190. This meeting was lengthy and took place in three sessions, with breaks for the IB and the MC to
caucus or to consult with their legal advisers. Prof Katz was on stand-by to answer questions and
advise.
191. Before agreement was reached, the same minority MC members who voted against the MOI,
sought changes to the MOI that would have diluted the intention behind the principles of an
independent majority and an independent chair. The changes sought included allowing a nonindependent director to chair the majority independent board and carving out certain items for
decision either by a two-thirds majority or by the MC alone.
192. An argument was also made to retain some practices that had ‘always been done’. The IB rejected
these and reminded the MC that it was precisely for these reasons CSA was in deep crisis and that
such poor governance had to be stopped. The MOI was designed to prevent old patterns being
repeated so as to avoid yet another crisis of integrity and expertise in the future.
193. The ongoing issue which seemingly plagued some MC members the most was that cricket
decisions would be made by ‘non-cricket people’, that independent board members with
backgrounds in business or law, for example, would be making decisions regarding cricket
matters and they were not qualified to do so.
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194. IB members and the legal adviser pointed out again that it was fallacious to equate ‘independent’
with ignorance of cricket. Prominent in the criteria for selection to the Board would be knowledge
of cricket. Indeed, any among the MC would be eligible once they had left their posts and
completed a cooling-off period to separate them from regional or other vested interests. There
were already many ‘cricket people’ who qualified today to serve as independent directors on the
proposed new CSA Board of directors.
195. Prof Katz also quoted from the King code, page 53, paragraph 31: ‘The governing body should
elect an independent non-executive member as chair to lead the governing body in the objective and
effective discharge of its governance role and responsibilities.’
196. Prof Katz also said: ‘That is the accumulation of thinking on governance. Almost all listed companies
have an independent chair. This is not unique to CSA. It’s a fundamental element of good governance
set out in the code.’
197. At the end of the third session well into Sunday night, unanimous agreement was finally reached.
The MC and the IB mandated two members each to meet with the lawyers who were on standby
to update and confirm the MOI for approval by the MC.
198. Since this combined meeting did not constitute the appropriate legal forum to approve the final
amended MOI, the MC agreed to circulate in terms of the Companies Act a Section 60 Round
Robin Resolution.
199. Due to the extreme urgency caused by the imminent publication of the Minister’s decision in the
Government Gazette, the MC agreed to respond to the s60 resolution within 48 hours.
200. The amended MOI was eventually adopted unanimously by all 14 unions on 28 April 2021. See
Annexure 4.
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3) Amendments to the MOI
201. Recommendations regarding the amendments to the MOI were at first confined to the single
objective of ensuring that the CSA Board would be independent, in line with the recommendation
of the Nicholson Report, King IV and CSA views.
202. It followed that in pursuing the above path, other provisions contained in the MOI would be dealt
with later. The exception was the addition of specific wording that was requested to be included
in CSA’s vision, mission and values relating to diversity, transformation and the social role of the
game.
203. Set out below is a summary of the material amendments made to ensure the future
independence of the CSA Board, as well as the reasoning therefore and effect thereof.
204. Size of the Board: It was recommended that the size of the Board be 13 directors, which includes
two executive directors. This would avoid the problems usually associated with boards that have
either too few or too many members and it allowed for an optimal mix of independent and
non-independent directors as well as sufficient differing skills and diversity. This size was also
consistent with similar international sporting bodies’ boards.
205. Whilst the Nicholson Report recommended a board of 12 directors (including two executives),
for the reasons set out above, as well as to avoid unnecessary deadlocks possible in an evennumbered board, 13 directors were recommended.
206. During the consultations, it was apparent to the IB that there was a desire by certain MC
members to serve on the new Board and that by increasing the number of non-independent
seats on the new Board from four to five, there would be a greater chance of the amended MOI
being supported by the MC.
207. In order to cater for the above indulgence while retaining a majority independent board, the
Board size for the first three years was increased to 15 directors as a transitional arrangement.
208. Board composition: It was recommended and accepted that the Board be made up of: (i) the
CEO; (ii) the CFO; (iii) seven independent directors (eight during the first three years); and (iv) four
non-independent directors (five during the first three years).
209. The proposed composition provides the right balance between independent and nonindependent directors, as well as skills, gender and race. This broadly aligns with the Nicholson
Report’s recommendation, namely, that the Board should comprise nine non-executive directors
(of which a majority should be independent), plus the CEO, the treasurer and the secretary. It was
agreed, however, that the Company Secretary should not be an appointed Board member but an
invitee to all Board meetings.
210. The inclusion of the CEO and CFO would ensure that the executives responsible for day-to-day
management of the company were represented and held accountable as directors with fiduciary
responsibility.
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211. Board diversity: It was recommended that the provisions of the existing MOI relating to
transformation and diversity should be expanded to not only apply to the nomination, election
and appointment of directors, but also to the composition of sub-committees of the Board as well
as the appointment of the CEO, CFO and other management (as applicable). Whilst the Nicholson
Report does not make any recommendations in relation to Board diversity, the IB view is that
diversity is inextricably linked to the creation of an independent board and the promotion of
transformational values and outcomes.
212. What qualifies someone as an independent director? The existing requirements for qualification
as an independent director were sufficient, and did not warrant any changes.
213. It was noted that the Nicholson Report recommended that independent directors should be
‘professionally skilled’. Whilst the Nicholson Report’s requirement of being ‘professionally skilled’
is worth including if his phrase is used to describe having desirable expertise, it was agreed that it
is not desirable that the inclusion of a requirement to be ‘professionally skilled’ might exclude an
otherwise suitable and skilled candidate on the sole basis that they do not have a ‘professional’
qualification.
214. As a compromise and in acknowledgement of the Nicholson Report’s recommendations, it was
agreed that at least one of the independent directors should have a legal degree and one an
accounting or economics qualification.
215. Election and appointment of directors: The CEO and CFO – from time to time – will be appointed
as directors by the Nominations Committee as recommended by King IV – see Committees of the
Board below.
216. The Nominations Committee shall be made up of both non-independent directors and
independent directors, with a majority being independent directors.
217. The MC will nominate candidates for the four non-independent director roles (five seats in the
first three years of the new MOI).
218. The Nominations Committee will ensure that each candidate is eligible for election as a nonexecutive director and the MC will vote to elect the non-executive directors at a general meeting.
219. An interim independent director nominations panel will be convened comprising:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

A former President nominated by the Board;
A former South African men’s or women’s international cricket player nominated by the
South African Cricketers’ Association;
A person nominated by the South African Institute of Chartered Accountants;
A person nominated by the Institute of Directors South Africa;
A person nominated by the Legal Practice Council; and
A person nominated by the Members’ Council.

220. To ensure complete independence of the process and in the interests of good governance, the IB
elected not to be represented on the panel and maintained a hands-off approach.
221. The CSA Company Secretary will issue a notice in the press, or other public fora, calling for
nominations of people to serve as independent directors.
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222. The independent director nominations panel will screen all persons nominated as independent
directors to confirm that they are not ineligible or disqualified and that they meet the
independence requirements set out in article 6.1 of the MOI and thereafter will prepare a
shortlist of candidates having regard to race, gender, skills, transformation, business acumen,
sports knowledge, legal qualifications and accounting qualifications.
223. The shortlisted candidates will be submitted to the next AGM for consideration and election by
the Members.
224. The first eight independent directors will be appointed by the interim independent director
nominations panel.
225. Chairperson / lead independent director: The Chairperson of the Board must be elected from the
ranks of the independent directors (as opposed to the President or other members of the MC).
226. It was further recommended that a lead independent director should be appointed to lead the
Board in the event the Chairperson is conflicted. The above recommendations are vital to ensure
the independence of the Board and are in line with King IV and best practice.
227. Quorum for directors’ meetings: It was recommended that a quorum for directors’ meetings
should be a majority of the directors entitled to vote, provided that a majority of those present
are independent directors (i.e. if nine directors are present, at least five must be independent
directors). This ensures that the independence of the Board is maintained at all times.
228. Committees of the Board: It was recommended that all the relevant Board committees should
be as recommended by King IV (i.e. Audit Committee, Nominations Committee, Risk Committee,
Remuneration Committee, and Social and Ethics Committee), with the composition and function
thereof as recommended by King IV. This would ensure that the Board operates efficiently and
ensures that the committees are sufficiently independent.
229. Powers of the Board vs Powers of the Members: To avoid having inefficiency or conflict through
two centres of power, it was recommended to reduce certain powers of the MC, for example,
to prescribe strategy (which eroded the powers that are customarily within the domain of the
Board).
230. Section 66(1) of the Companies Act provides that the business and affairs of a company must
be managed by or under the direction of its board, which has the authority to exercise all of
the powers and perform any of the functions of the company, except to the extent that the
Companies Act or the company’s MOI provides otherwise.
231. In order to prevent CSA from being governed from two centres of power (i.e. the Board and the
MC), the Board should have wide powers to manage the company without having to resort to the
MC for ratification of decisions (save for those matters that require Members’ approval in terms
of the Companies Act).
232. In addition to appointing or removing directors, the Members’ objectives would find expression in
the following two respects:
i.
ii.

Through their nominees being the four non-independent directors; and
Provision being made for the MC to submit proposals on strategy or other matters to the
Board.
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233. Vision, mission and values: The existing MOI was amended to provide that the directors and
members are mandated, in carrying out their respective duties and responsibilities in terms of
the MOI and the law, to comply with, and give effect to, the vision, mission and values of the
company.
234. The existing vision and mission of CSA were amended, and specific fundamental values added,
including the balancing of social and corporate values, social justice and nation building,
the integration of girl and women cricketers to the structures of CSA, and creating access to
communities and individuals excluded from cricket opportunities at present.

MANDATE ITEM 2

Address the Recommendations of the Fundudzi Report

1. Introduction
235. The Fundudzi forensic investigation was commissioned by the previous Board following a request
submitted by the independent directors to the then Chairperson of the Board. Its terms of
reference were signed off by the MC. The objective of the forensic investigation was to review
management and governance practices within CSA to determine whether:
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

CSA’s management and Board adhered to its governance framework;
Effective internal controls were in place to prevent or detect material key sub-committees
which were critical in ensuring that there was an effective link between risk management
framework (and activities) and combined assurance activities which reasonably relied on
management information, and applied reasonable levels of professional scepticism to such
information before recommending such proposals for approval by the Board (and where
necessary by the MC);
There was adherence to key policies;
Management reports over the last 12 months were complete and correct;
CSA’s funds were used for the purposes for which they were intended;
Decisions were made in the interest of CSA; and
There were misstatements and other irregularities.

236. Amendment to Terms of Reference, 2 July 2020: The terms of reference of the forensic
investigation were amended to permit the forensic investigator to provide the Board with certain
information related to the conduct of certain members of the CSA management team, but
excluding any information related to the investigation of the conduct of the Board and the MC.
237. This was ostensibly done to expedite the matter of the suspended CEO who had been under
precautionary suspension for eight months (since 6 December 2019). The Terms of Reference
were not amended to absolve the Board from being investigated.
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2. Actions taken
238. The public outcry over the refusal of the previous Board to make the Fundudzi Report public was
arguably the final straw leading to its collapse.
239. The CSA Board was subjected to withering criticism from MPs from all the major political parties
for failing to release the report in the five months after first undertaking to do so on 20 June 2020.
240. The Board then released a summary, which ‘almost wholly omits the role the CSA Board has
played in the mess the organisation is in,’ according to a media report.8
241. Reacting to the delayed release of the summary version, the chairperson of the Parliamentary
Portfolio Committee on Sports, Arts and Culture, Ms Beauty Dlulane, told the CSA Board: ‘I’m
very disappointed with your leadership, for disrespecting even the chairperson of this committee, who
gave you chances, when the members said I shouldn’t. You didn’t have the courtesy of thinking there is
a committee of parliament that you were supposed to prioritise. I don’t take kindly to what you have
done to me. I’m so disappointed in your leadership that, five months down the line, you have done this
to us.’
242. The IB took the view that the Minister, Parliament and the public were entitled to see the report.
Accordingly, in the spirit of transparency and given the overwhelming public interest in the report,
the Board made the full report public on 25 November 2020 by posting it on the CSA website.
The decision was widely welcomed in the media, and many media platforms provided links to
download the full report. 9
243. As is usually the case with forensic reports, further investigation is inevitable to confirm any
allegations of wrongdoing.
244. Following publication of the Fundudzi Rreport and later correspondence received from Attorney
Martin Mota, the IB established that there was no impropriety related to allegations of financial
misconduct on the part of Mr Mota in relation to his attendance at the invitation of CSA at the ICC
Cricket World Cup in 2019.
245. The matter was cleared between the former IB chairperson and Attorney Mota and, accordingly,
the matter is regarded as closed by the IB.
246. The IB appointed new attorneys (Dingley Marshall Lewin Inc.) to handle a number of cases
involving employees or contractors to ensure its legal advice would be independent of any past
vested interests.

REFERENCES
8

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjJoq7pnr_wAhXZgVwKHcz-CbwQFjAAegQIAxAD&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.dailymaverick.
co.za%2Farticle%2F2020-10-11-full-release-of-fundudzi-report-is-a-step-forward-for-cricket%2F&usg=AOvVaw1aUB9qx6w_V5wlOPKGwsHe

9 See for example https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjBlfzfpL_wAhWMecAKHfDgBC0QFjAAegQIAxAD&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.news24.co
m%2Fsport%2FCricket%2FProteas%2Fbreaking-full-fundudzi-report-in-csas-affairs-finally-released-20201125&usg=AOvVaw0zZYgmP9mPmGFlHMoMymhn
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247. The following are some of the more significant actions taken to implement the recommendations
regarding specific employees and contracts:
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.
v.

vi.

vii.

viii.
ix.

Termination of the services provided by CSA’s outsourced public relations contractor, PR
Worx CC, with immediate effect.
Delivery of a notice of breach to CSA’s outsourced human resources service provider,
People Link (Pty) Ltd (‘People Link’). The breach arose out of People Link’s appointment of
Ms Chantel Moon as its representative to fulfil CSA’s HR management function.
As has been revealed in the Fundudzi Report (released by the IB on 25 November 2020),
various material procedural irregularities took place when People Link was appointed by
CSA’s erstwhile CEO, Mr Thabang Moroe, and COO, Mr Naasei Appiah. The Report revealed
that Ms Moon lacked CSA’s minimum qualification requirements for the HR management
position. People Link was therefore afforded 48 hours to remedy its breach by appointing a
properly qualified representative, in accordance with the terms of CSA’s service agreement
with People Link. This request was not adhered to and CSA accordingly delivered a notice
to People Link confirming its election to terminate the agreement.
While People Link initially disputed the cancellation, on 21 April 2021 the IB announced
that all disputes involving the terminated service agreement with People Link were
resolved through mediation.
(1) On 30 November 2020 the Board delivered a notice of disciplinary hearing to CSA’s 		
Company Secretary and Acting COO, Mr Welsh Gwaza, regarding various allegations of
misconduct against him. Mr Gwaza was suspended with full pay pending the outcome
of the disciplinary hearing which was scheduled for 14 December 2020.
(2) Mr Gwaza made numerous requests for postponement to which CSA had agreed. 		
On 2 February 2021, Mr Gwaza’s attorney requested a further postponement which
the chairperson denied. On 8 February 2021 Mr Gwaza’s attorney withdrew as the
attorney of record after which Mr Gwaza secured alternative representation. A further
postponement was sought on 13 February 2021 by Mr Gwaza’s new legal team, which
was denied. Mr Gwaza also applied for the recusal of the independent chairman on 18
March 2021, which application was also dismissed after argument was heard. Heads of
argument in the matter were delivered and closing arguments were heard on Sunday,
11 April 2021.
(3) On 24 May 2021, the chairperson delivered his findings in which he found Mr
Gwaza guilty of the majority of the charges in respect of gross insubordination and
breaching s76 of the Companies Act. The parties filed their submissions with regard to
aggravation and mitigation of sentence on 2 June 2021.
Disciplinary action was taken by the previous Board against the former CEO, Mr Thabang
Moroe, for contravening the Companies Act, CSA’s Code of Conduct and CSA’s Policies &
Procedures. This resulted in his dismissal. Mr Moroe is currently pursuing his case to seek
reinstatement and the matter is due for arbitration.
Disciplinary action taken against the COO, Mr Naasei Appiah, for contravening the
Companies Act, CSA’s Code of Conduct, and CSA’s Policies & Procedures resulted in his
dismissal in September 2019. Following ongoing disputes and appeals, the IB engaged Mr
Appiah and the parties reached settlement. An announcement was made on 21 April 2021.
The dispute with Ms Ziyanda Nkuta, CSA’s former Finance Manager, who was left in limbo
since her suspension in December 2019 by the previous administration, was also settled by
the IB and announced on 21 April 2021.
(1) Acting CEO, Ms Kugandrie Govender, was given notice on 14 December 2020 of her
suspension and disciplinary hearing which was set to commence on 28 January 2021.
Progress was delayed, in part because Ms Govender contested her suspension.
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x.

xi.

(2) The hearing of oral evidence eventually commenced on 24 February 2021 and
concluded on 21 May 2021. The parties’ legal representatives are in the process of
filing their final submissions after which the chairperson will furnish the parties with a
ruling on the merits of the matter. This is likely to be in early July 2021.
(3) Ms Govender remains suspended with full benefits at this time.
The IB investigated the Tinanati contract which cost CSA R3 490 036.92, but failed to
deliver the expected revenue of at least R30 million. CSA is presently engaged in ongoing
legal dispute with Tinanati on this matter which will be handed over to the new Board to
conclude.
CSA’s exposure in the financial statements relating to Mzansi Super league contract with
Global Sports Commerce (‘GSC’) is $1 million (USD One Million) (after receipt of $163
000.00) recorded in the FY2019/20. The IB has approved management’s request that the
total debt be written off as a bad debt.
During June 2020, GSC made a settlement offer of US$1.63 million in full and final
settlement, but CSA was subsequently advised during October/November 2020 that GSC
has been placed under liquidation in Singapore;
On 10 March 2021, CSA received an email from the Judicial Manager in Singapore
managing GSC’s wind-up, advising that CSA can submit a claim as part of GSC’s creditors.
This will also allow CSA to participate and vote in the liquidation process. Any recoupment
from the liquidation account will be written back if and when it happens.

248. New/amended policies following the Fundudzi Report
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

The supply chain management (SCM) unit and processes have been restructured and a
new improved system has been implemented with policy updates in process;
A credit card policy was developed and implemented in October 2020;
The New Delegation of Authority policy was approved and implemented in October 2020;
The VIK policy is being developed and will be implemented on 1 July 2021;
The Financial Assistance to Affiliates and Associate Members policy has been updated and
will be implemented with effect from 1 July 2021; and
The Disciplinary Code for all employees was amended and approved.

249. New appointments
i.
ii.

An Internal Audit service provider was appointed in September 2020; and
A SCM Manager was appointed in December 2019.
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MANDATE ITEM 3
Transformation in South African cricket
250. If the one key pillar of the IB’s discussions in finalising a new CSA MOI was enhancing good
governance and efficiency, the other was clearly defining the values and vision for the
organisation.
251. The IB agreed that good governance and values could not be separated from each other
considering the historical context of South African cricket. The outcome was the inclusion of
Clause 3 on the ‘Mandates, Objects and Powers of the Company’, the key Schedule 4 entitled
‘Vision, Mission and Values of the Company’ and some other linked clauses in the MOI adopted by
the MC on 28 April 2021.
252. Given South Africa’s 342-year history of colonialism and apartheid exclusion, South African
cricketers have played together under a single national cricket body for only 30 of the 226 years
of cricket’s existence in South Africa. Therefore, from the time of cricket unity in 1991 and the
arrival of political democracy in 1994, transformation, historical redress and full citizenship for
all South Africans have been core constitutional goals, both in society and in cricket under the
United Cricket Board of South Africa (‘UCBSA’), later CSA.
253. From 1991 to 1998, ‘unity and development’ were key cricket priorities, reflecting the rainbow
nation aspirations of the Mandela years. At the end of 1998, a time coinciding with the onset
of the second administration under President Thabo Mbeki, there was a national demand for
deeper, thorough-going change in the economy and other aspects of life, including cricket.
254. The UCBSA adopted its Transformation Charter to ensure fundamental, externally monitored,
change in six key areas of the game, including playing ‘targets’ at the highest on-field levels.
255. The glass ceilings in cricket were breached to the extent that in 2002 CSA, under a new black
CEO, Mr Gerald Majola, felt confident enough to shift the monitoring function internally as an
operational responsibility, while progressively increasing the levels of demographic and cultural
change in the game.
256. In 2013, CSA entered a new phase of transformation with its decision to speed up the
‘Africanisation’ of the game. Cricket and other sports committed to complying with targets and
‘scorecards’ set nationally by the Eminent Persons’ Group (‘EPG’) established by the Minister
and Department of Sport, which sought to bring sport in line with South Africa’s population
demographics. This led, for example, to the number of black, particularly black African, national
players jumping by 54 individuals – from 38 to 92 – in three years from 2017 (against 115 white
counterparts).
257. In August 2020, CSA launched its Social Justice and Nation Building Project (‘SJN’) initiative.
This was in direct response to the public statement on 14 July 2020 by 43 former black national
cricketers and senior coaches in support of the worldwide #BlackLivesMatter protests in sport and
more broadly.
258. The former national players who signed the #Black Lives Matter statement showed that as many
as one-third of the total of black Proteas representatives in the 30 years since unity (and a very
high proportion of the total up to 2017) had recorded experiences of racial discrimination and
forms of cultural alienation during their careers. This would require CSA, beyond targets and box
ticking, to face deep, often intangible cultural issues and the stubborn structural discrimination
still operating in cricket and society 27 years into democracy.
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259. The 2020 #BlackLivesMatter protests also underlined the point that, at every phase of the change
process since 1991, there has been pushback against transformation from influential sections of
the stakeholder community.
260. When assertions are made regarding systemic racism, which is manifest in broader society and
thus also in sport, this has been viewed as bringing ‘problems’ and ‘politics’ into sport.
261. This record of undermining transformation and the extreme language sometimes used in
the divisive, often racialised South African social media and other debates demands that a
critical observer carefully distinguishes between objective, justified criticism and perpetuating
sometimes disguised colonial and apartheid tropes about the inability of black cricket people to
lead in a game they are presumed not to know.
262. Equally, the critical observer needs to carefully distinguish between actual prejudice suffered by
individuals and what could be shallow populism or destructive opportunism driven by disgruntled
individuals.
263. The graphs and percentages below, illustrating representation at national level in five-year
cycles since unity in 1991, appear to confirm the #BlackLivesMatter complaints about the slow
pace of transformation in cricket and the in-built resistance to it that has occurred. Drawn up by
long-time CSA transformation director, Mr Max Jordaan, they indicate that even as things have
‘changed’ in every five-year cycle, the status quo has in many ways preserved itself.
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264. After assuming office in November 2020, the IB re-affirmed CSA’s support for the current
worldwide movement against systemic racism in sport, noting that it was not a sectarian
political cause, but a broad social justice campaign garnering wide support from athletes all over
the world, bringing together a coalition of support across national, racial, class, religious and
generational lines. The IB proclaimed that #BlackLivesMatter had particular meaning given South
Africa’s apartheid past and expressed disappointment that the Proteas team did not take the
knee during the England tour in November 2020.
265. At its meeting on 12 December 2020, the IB discussed transformation, #BlackLivesMatter and the
SJN initiative. From this and subsequent discussions, including point-by-point MOI dissections
with Adv Azhar Bam and later with Prof. Katz and the ENS legal team, the IB adopted five clear
proposals from its transformation sub-committee for implementation and follow-up by CSA.
266. These proposals were also incorporated into the vision, mission and values for the company in
the draft MOI for a restructured CSA drawn up for the approval of the MC in the first few months
of the year.
267. Following the adoption of the MOI by the MC on 28 April 2021, these fundamental
transformational values, contained in Schedule 4, formally became CSA constitutional policy.
268. Transformation and the important social role of cricket are, therefore, one of the two legs –
together with the provisions for ensuring good governance – on which CSA’s policies now rest.
269. The IB’s related recommendations.
270. The five transformation building blocks arising from the IB’s tenure are:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

271.

The Transformation and recognising the social value of cricket as an integral part of the
vision, values and operational priorities of the company and restructured CSA;
The ongoing implementation of CSA transformation policies adopted after internal planning
and in agreements with the Eminent Persons Group of the Department of Sport, Arts and
Culture;
The new SJN approved by CSA;
The full incorporation of women at all levels of the game as a core CSA programme; and
Creating and leveraging new programmes and partnerships with government, education
authorities, local businesses and development role players that cricket alone cannot
afford to provide for facilities and access in economically deprived areas for young people
currently excluded from access to the game.

RECOMMENDATION 1

Transformation and recognising the social value of cricket are a core part of the MOI and vision,
values and operational priorities of the company and restructured CSA. Therefore, Schedule 4 and
the vision statement – suited to the particular context of a new nation-in-development – outlined
in the new MOI must be operationalised and communicated in an on-going focussed way by CSA to
ensure strategic clarity among all stakeholders in South African cricket.
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272. In discussions internally and with other parties about a revised MOI, the IB clearly articulated that
while CSA was putting in place new, more effective and efficient governance structures, there had
to be a clear vision for the organisation which balanced social and corporate responsibilities.
273. It emphasised that given the social value of cricket in terms of youth, community development
and health, cricket needs to play a role in building societal cohesion, particularly in a country in
transition like South Africa.
274. To end the systemic exclusions of the past and the way power and old ‘cultures’ have been
reproduced in many ways in the 30 years since unity, the IB believed transformation has to
be understood, internalised and made concrete in every sphere of CSA operations in the
restructuring it has proposed – from Board level to the national team and down to the grassroots.
275. Moreover, the IB made clear that in proposing measures for better corporate governance
through a strong Board where independent directors are in the majority, it should not be
assumed that the IB supported the uncritical corporatisation and commercialisation of the game.
The adherence to South African constitutional values, including the Preamble, the Bill of Rights
and the Equality Clause of the Constitution, and ongoing transformation were equally important
and necessary.
276. The incoming, restructured CSA Board is, therefore, also obliged to ensure that the voice of the
cricket constituency as a whole is included in decision-making.

277.

RECOMMENDATION 2

That the formal transformation policies and programmes developed over the past two decades by
CSA, following internal deliberations, and in agreements with the Eminent Persons’ Group (‘EPG’) of
the Department of Sport, Arts and Culture, continue and that the Board, CEO and executives need
to mitigate current weaknesses by providing the necessary operational capacity and checks on noncompliance highlighted in the annual EPG reports.
278. CSA has, since 1999, monitored and reported on its transformation progress on an annual basis.
The IB agreed that the CSA executive and operational teams continue to implement and report
on these policies in the usual way.
279. The Executive team tabled the 2020 EPG annual report and scorecard before the IB in April 2021.
280. The report did not lend itself to easy analysis. The reason is the widespread moratorium and
curtailment of cricket activities since March 2020, including the suspension of many tournaments
and competitions, as a result of the unprecedented national lockdown following the outbreak of
the global COVID 19 pandemic.
281. The EPG National Datasheets require reporting on 43 ‘dimensions’ of CSA activity, tracking
attainment of goals against prior forecasts. Twelve of these areas of activity were suspended. Of
the remaining 29, CSA met its targets in all but seven areas. Its scorecard result was a 76% rate of
success, up from 71% in 2019.
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282. The two main areas of non-compliance (again partially because of the disruption of playing
schedules) were the failure to meet the targets for black African representativity in the Men’s
and Women’s senior team, as well as the SA U19 team (male), and shortcomings in aspects of
forecasts for match referees and umpires. These accounted for 14% and 7% of the shortfall
respectively.
283. These figures further support the graphs and BLM-related contentions, illustrated above.
284. The IB noted the improved CSA National Barometer score and approved the report of the
Transformation and Stakeholder Relations Executive, but in the discussions pointed out that
the Director of Cricket, the CSA executive and the team management involved would need
to strategise how to expand transformation plans which are inclusive from grassroots level
upwards.
285. In addition, the IB has paid specific attention to how CSA can further deepen its transformation
approach and current programmes in two specific areas, namely:
i.
ii.

The need to create facilities, access and opportunities for communities and individuals in
disadvantaged areas historically locked out of the cricket system; and
The SJN Project.

286. As part of its required review of CSA and the decisions of the previous Board, the IB decided in
December 2020 to place the SJN initiative on hold and review it. Several factors contributed to this
decision.
287. They included the reactive, crisis-management method of decision-making of the previous
Board in mid-2020; the rushed announcement of the SJN initiative which meant there was
little to no consultation on the initiative itself; the broad and opened-ended terms of reference
of the new Ombud; the term period and unbudgeted cost of this open-ended plan, including
media speculation about the payment of compensation by CSA to black players and officials;
the announcement of new transformation targets without thorough consultation with relevant
structures first (including the #BlackLivesMatter players’ group); and the resultant public
confusion.
288. After close consultation between the CSA IB and the executive team with Adv Dumisa Ntsebeza,
the details of the process announced in 2020 were finalised. He took up his position as CSA’s
Ombud on 1 April 2021.
289. It was agreed that the SJN project would run for six months, followed by the Ombud’s report to
the Board.
290. Key aspects of the mandate given to the Ombud by CSA include wide-ranging engagements with
cricket stakeholders including former players, current players, their representative body SACA,
administrators, employees, educators, sponsors, the media and government.
291. These engagements will include listening to the testimonies of aggrieved cricket people, including
the former players who last year made their statement during the #Black Lives Matter protests in
sport, and seeking to understand how systemic racism emerged and evolved in cricket, how the
current cricket system perpetuates this and what remedies should be followed.
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292. In line with the new MOI and CSA’s plans, another key mandate from the IB is for the Ombud,
working in tandem with the office, to investigate how women can be brought into the cricket
mainstream at all levels as soon as possible. (See recommendations in Mandate item 4 below).
293. Furthermore, he should also help CSA investigate how to work better with different levels of
government, NGOs and the private sector to create access for young people from communities
historically excluded from opportunity.
294. The process will reach its conclusion with the holding of a CSA National Transformation
Conference to celebrate the 30th anniversary of CSA, followed by the presentation of Adv
Ntsebeza’s report to the CSA Board.

295.

RECOMMENDATION 3

CSA must commit to tackling broader socio-economic issues. Sport, including cricket, does not
have the resources to start tackling these problems on its own so this will require the organisation
to create and leverage new and more active programmes and partnerships with government,
education authorities, local businesses and developmental role players that can provide for
facilities and access in economically deprived areas currently locked out of opportunities to play
cricket.
296. In its assessment of current transformation shortcomings, the IB identified the need for CSA to
develop new strategies for providing access to communities and individuals permanently locked
out of opportunity, specifically how one grows the game amongst young people. It is only if CSA
succeeds in effectively developing such a ‘bottom up’ approach that the game will become truly
inclusive and reflective of South Africa.
297. In other words, cricket must intensify its efforts to implement successful grassroots development
goals in the townships and rural areas of South Africa, especially through facilitating partnerships
that address the massive task of providing facilities and opportunities in economically depressed
communities.
298. It is unsustainable for cricket’s growth that the small pool of traditional boys’ schools remains by
far the dominant feeder for South African teams: the pipeline for men must become broader and
a new pipeline for women needs to be created.
299. This will require CSA to commit to tackling broader socio-economic issues through the creation
of new and more active programmes and partnerships with government, education authorities,
local businesses and development actors.
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300. This reality of being locked out and marginalised is the result of major societal problems that
cricket does not have the resources – financial or otherwise – to tackle on its own. But cricket
and other sports will become unsustainable if the majority of children in South Africa are not
given a chance to participate. CSA needs to give a special focus to these broader approaches
and partnerships, working closely with different spheres of government and the private sector.
In order to fully involve these stakeholders, governance issues need to be sorted out and clear
pathways starting at schools need to be developed.
301. Following discussions with the Departments of Sport, Arts and Culture (‘DSAC’) and Basic
Education (‘DBE’), the Gauteng Department of Education, Statistics South Africa and MAD
Foundation, the Transformation and Stakeholder Relations Executive, Mr Max Jordaan, drew
up a funding proposal of R15 million to kickstart this broader access drive for accelerated
transformation in schools’ cricket, club development, facilities and maintenance, and holistic
athlete development. The IB agreed that the executive team should submit the application for
support to the DSAC and SASCOC (in terms of Clauses 6.6–7 and Clauses 6.10-11, respectively of
the MOA between the parties) so that CSA can in future meet the broad EPG Barometer targets.
302. As mentioned above, this broader access/partnership topic should also be discussed and planned
for in detail at the National SJN conference with government and other parties invited to deal
concretely with the issue.
303. The Social Justice and Nation-Building project (‘SJN’): During the early part of its tenure, the IB
was dealing with several concurrent crises. The IB’s immediate priority therefore was to stabilise
the organisation.
304. While fully supportive of transformation initiatives, the IB was compelled to defer the SJN
initiative pending further consideration of the complexities surrounding the project and its
implementation.
305. From January to March 2021 and in consultation with and the approval of the Ombud, Adv
Dumisa Ntsebeza, the IB transformation work group reshaped the SJN project following concerns
expressed by the IB around, inter-alia, onerous contractual obligations, an open-ended budget
and the lengthy time period initially planned.
306. The IB accordingly approved a new roll-out plan to run between April and September 2021 and a
new contract was signed with the Ombud. The Ombud resumed his duties in April 2021 using the
CSA offices and administrative support. On 6 April the IB held a press conference with the Ombud
to introduce him to the cricketing public.
307. The Ombud appointed Adv Fumisa Ngxele as his junior counsel and assistant.
308. During April the Ombud made several media appearances and also made announcements
regarding the programme. A CSA media release on 13 April invited former players, current
coaches, administrators and stakeholders to make written complaints and/or submissions by 30
April 2021. Letters were also sent out to individuals inviting them to make submissions.
309. More than 50 submissions were received. Adv Ntzebeza said it was obvious ‘that there is something
out there that needs to be confronted … We need to know what is troubling the nation. We need to do
this for healing.’
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310. On 12 May, the Ombud announced the start of the hearings would begin on Monday, 17 May.
However, the day after his announcement the Ombud received a letter from Bekker, Kemp
Attorneys with 12 specific questions relating to procedural and process issues. The letter warned
of the risks of litigation if these issues were not properly addressed. The letter also requested
clarity on the SJN Terms of Reference, particularly around process for the hearings.
311. On Sunday, 16 May, the day before hearings were scheduled to begin, the IB met to consider
the SJN process including the legal risks that were surfacing. The IB was clear that it had a
responsibility to ensure that it was satisfied that a fair process, extending beyond the audi alteram
partem rule, was in place in order to protect all participants in the process.
312. After an engagement with the Ombud later that evening, the parties mutually agreed to postpone
the hearings to allow the IB to adequately exercise its fiduciary duties regarding risk identification
and mitigation and also to reconsider the Terms of Reference. The IB felt the postponement was
reasonable and necessary.
313. The IB and the Ombud issued a joint press statement early on the morning of 17 May in which
they agreed to take legal advice to ensure the ‘legitimacy of any process embarked on’, as well as
‘proper process’ and ‘procedural fairness’.
314. On 20 May the Ombud sent out a letter announcing the postponement of the hearings until
July 2021. He apologised for the delay to those who had made submissions and were due to
participate. The Ombud is unavailable during June 2021 due to a prior engagement at the African
Court in Tanzania.
315. In a follow-up statement on 21 May intended to clear up public misunderstandings, the IB
confirmed its ‘full support’ for the SJN process and ‘the objectives of advancing and accelerating
transformation’, while explaining that there were ‘significant legal and fiduciary risks which the
Board and the Ombud were obligated to consider and manage before the hearing could proceed’. The
Chairman of the IB expressed his confidence that ‘the legal advice sought will help the Ombud to
establish a fair and transparent process for any future hearings and this will mitigate the risk for CSA.’
316. At the time of writing this report, the IB has progressed with amending the Terms of Reference,
more clearly identifying the risks, developing a risk mitigation plan, and is in the process of reevaluating the roll-out plan provided by the executives to the Ombud.
317. Importantly, the revised Terms of Reference make provision for the way in which media
interactions should be dealt with. This is important to retain the dignity and support for the SJN
initiative. The way in which the process is managed will require thoughtfulness and sensitivity by
all parties.
318. The IB intends to approve the revised Terms of Reference and risk mitigation plan in the days
prior to the end of its tenure. If this is not possible, these will need to be approved by the new
Board.
319. Unfortunately, the outcome of the above developments is that the IB will end its tenure on
12 June 2021 without the SJN process having re-started. Schedule 4 of the MOI leaves CSA with
a constitutional framework for transformation, including the advancement of women into the
mainstream of South African cricket. This will be a foundation for future work on transformation.
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320.

RECOMMENDATION 4

The IB recommends that the new Board in consultation with the Ombud,
i.
Satisfies itself that it should confirm the Terms of Reference and then make these public;
ii.
Confirm and satisfy itself as to the risks identified and the risk mitigation plan;
iii. Ensure that any process, including public hearings, is fashioned in a way which contributes to
fairness and the healing of divisions within cricket.

MANDATE ITEM 4
The position of women in South African cricket and identifying aspects that will
require intervention
321. The struggles for fairness in South African and world sport in the 20th century centred largely on
race.
322. In the course of time, discrimination against black athletes – mainly men – officially came to
be recognised as unacceptable (though institutionalised racism remains widespread). But
racism and class discrimination in sport went hand in hand with another aspect of deep-seated
institutionalised discrimination – sexism and the generations-long exclusion of women from the
cricket mainstream.
323. Cricket from early on became so exclusionary that the very sex of those women who sought to
play the game was questioned and turned into a source of ridicule.
324. The iconic WG Grace underlined the point when he said of some women players who in the 1880s
played before large crowds as aspirant professionals, ‘They might be original and English, but they
are neither cricketers nor ladies.’
325. Women could play golf, tennis and hockey, but cricket was taboo. This notion of the ‘Gentleman’s
Game’, a consciously created social construction in the British boys’ public schools of the mid19th century, where young ‘muscular Christians’ were prepared for service and leadership in
maintaining ‘Empire’, was transplanted to colonial South Africa and continues to flourish even in
the 21st century.
326. The historic lack of rights of women in cricket reflected their lack of rights in society. See, for
example, recent books such as Cricket and Conquest (2016), Divided Country (2018) and Pitch
Battles (2020).
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327. The same power relations and socially constructed conventions that made sports such as cricket
white, male, deeply segregated, imperial games also reinforced patriarchal control over the
female body on and off the field. Thus, ingrained sexism has been at the core of the ‘traditions’
and ‘culture’ of South African and world cricket since the start; the game reflected the social
norms of traditionally deeply patriarchal societies beyond our boundaries as well.
328. Going back to the formation of the first national association and the first international test
matches in the late 1920s and early 1930s, it is noticeable that women’s advancement in cricket
went hand in hand with their political enfranchisement.
329. Since the signing of South Africa’s non-racial, non-sexist constitution in 1996, gender
discrimination has been outlawed.
330. In keeping with advances in society, the first black women started playing representative cricket
and South Africa became fully part of international competitions.
331. In recent years women’s cricket has shown positive signs of growth demonstrated, for example,
by the Proteas successes at the 2020 ICC World Cup in Australia and this year’s resounding series
victories in India.
332. The recent contracting of top players with a 450 per cent salary increase from around
R150 000.00 to around R500 000.00 per annum for the top players between 2017 and 2020 is
another sign of recent progress.
333. The IB has also agreed to plans and a budget to put in place a new semi-pro system intended to
build a new second-tier strata of players in the cricket pipeline from the 2021/22 season.
334. However, women’s involvement in the mainstream of South African cricket remains marginal.
335. The time has arrived for focussed strategies to end this historical legacy and ensure that girl
children and women, once and for all, become full citizens and part of the mainstream in South
African cricket.
336. Recent, 21st-century progress in women’s rights and participation in sport worldwide, have once
and for all changed the old narratives about women and cricket.
337. It is time for CSA to act in order to address directly the deep systemic reasons that have held
women back in what for generations has been deliberately characterised as a ‘Gentleman’s
Game’. Instead of piecemeal adjustment, CSA should take major strategic decisions regarding the
complete inclusivity of women in cricket.
338. In order to give substance to these recommendations and understand where we are in South
Africa and global best practice, the IB’s Transformation sub-committee organised meetings with
CSA’s manager for cricket services, Mr Eddie Khoza, and representatives of the New Zealand,
West Indies and English Cricket boards involved in fast-tracking transformation and the inclusion
of women in their cricket mainstreams.
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339. In the meeting, Mr Khoza showed a high level of awareness on the operational side of the need
to grow women’s cricket, with certain concrete plans being implemented or envisaged. But
structurally and resource-wise, greater integrated planning and a sharper focus and commitment
will be required at all levels of CSA, from the new Board and MC down, to ensure long-term
positive results and structural change.
340. To give one example, CSA recently completed the major ‘Restructuring of domestic cricket in South
Africa’ process, but women’s cricket was not part of the integrated, centralised plan that emerged.
It is still something apart.
341. The England and Wales Cricket Board (‘ECB’) is probably the world leader in the attempt to
broaden the base of its cricket activities. Its comprehensive programmes have made women’s
cricket its fastest-growing demographic, a crucial factor in ensuring the ECB’s continued growth
and sustainability in a market that is growing ever younger and is offered a wide range of leisure
choices besides cricket.
342. The ECB has a five-year strategy for ‘Transforming Women’s and Girl’s Cricket’ as part of its current
core strategy of ‘Inspiring Generations, 2020–2024’. This was developed by a high level Strategy and
Insight Team, working together for two years. The ECB’s Ms Clare Connor, a former international
player who is due, in 2021, to become the first female president of the MCC after 277 years,
explained that each of the following is ‘a key area of focus and investment as we strive to make
cricket more gender-balanced’: Participation, Pathway, Performance, Profile, People (including
growing employment equity). The key ingredients to re-engineer English cricket in this way,
Ms Connor emphasised were:
•
•
•
•

Investment;
Good, independent governance;
A leadership that drives the process; and
Diversity.

343. South Africa faces its own particular challenges, including poverty-linked vulnerabilities, high
levels of violence towards women and children, as well as the relative scarcity of resources and
facilities, but these are four insightful, practical and logical foundation stones which CSA should
use as a starting point for its strategy.
344. Ms Connor added that the diversity and innovative thinking of the Strategy and Insight Team was
a crucial element in drawing up the plan in a context where the relative elderly and still largely
homogenous traditional male, old school-tie cricket leadership is disadvantaged in imagining
future scenarios in a rapidly changing, technological world with a very young majority market
demographic.
345. A key aspect in successfully implementing the plan for the future of English cricket, Ms Connor
concluded, was to build a carefully constructed dual model of ‘together’ and ‘separate’: that
determines what to integrate and what to keep separate, in both cases with the aim of
strengthening women’s role in cricket. The ECB’s Action Plan 2019 notes that the present time is
‘one of the most exciting times for women’s sport – the profile of elite sportswomen is higher than ever,
more women are getting active, and there is a real focus on equal opportunities for girls and boys’.
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346.

RECOMMENDATION 5

In accordance with Schedule 4 of the new MOI, CSA should act decisively and take the bold steps
needed to initiate gender equity in South African cricket and end their historical marginalisation
(some would say ghettoisation) of women’s cricket. The full incorporation of women at all levels
of the game should move from an aspiration to core CSA programmes. The incoming Board and
executive should ensure decisive leadership, structured integrated planning at every level of the
organisation and substantive budgetary reallocations over the medium (five-year) term to shift
current mindsets and the reality of continuing exclusions based on gender.

347.

RECOMMENDATION 6

CSA’s gender equity and cricket normalisation effort should include the appointment by the
incoming CSA Board of its own Strategy and Insight Team, appropriate to the South African context,
that is diverse and inter-generational. It should be capable of the innovative thinking required
to introduce cultural and structural change which leads to focussed investment, increasing
representation of women in leadership roles and the cricket workforce, providing opportunities
for children to develop beyond the softball stage, setting up talent pathways, marketing women’s
cricket on an equal, integrated basis and, generally, a new ‘language’ of cricket.

MANDATE ITEM 5
Safeguarding and enhancing the reputation of CSA and cricket
348. Reputational damage from the shortcomings and misdeeds highlighted in this report was severe.
A small sample of reports from South Africa’s most influential cricket journalists in major media
outlets shows widespread alarm and repugnance in the cricket-loving community.
349. In the two years leading up to the Fundudzi Forensic Audit, the media and cricket-loving public
and SACA were well aware of maladministration at CSA. Widespread claims of corruption,
including matters not referred to in this report, were alleged.
350. The IB obviously cannot confirm or dispute the veracity of every news article or allegation.
However, the forensic audit has confirmed that a host of allegations reported in the media were
true.
351. On taking up the appointment the IB found grave dysfunction, particularly in the executive
management office. Ill-considered appointments and abuse of disciplinary processes to target
innocent staff members created an atmosphere of fear and, ultimately, paralysis.
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352. Pervasive too was a culture of mediocrity and excessive deference to those in authority which is
modelled on the worst excesses of failed bureaucracies.
353. The disciplinary measures taken by the IB against two of the most senior members of the
executive, namely the Acting CEO (‘ACEO’) and the Company Secretary were indicative of the
internal CSA challenges. To succeed, any institution needs to have in place a proper process for
hiring the very best executives. Unfortunately, the glaring gaps found in the ACEO’s office when
the IB was installed had a severe impact on the proper functioning of CSA. The hollowing out of
the organisation mirrors many South African institutions that have fallen victim to state capture.
354. The atmosphere and functionality of CSA improved significantly after certain executives were
suspended and Mr Pholetsi Moseki took over as ACEO. He and the Director of Cricket (DOC)
played a key role at an operational level in stabilising the institution.
355. Most media outlets as well as the most vocal major sponsors interpreted the silencing of five
cricket journalists in November 2019 as a symptom of the cover-up of malfeasance.
356. Major articles were run along these lines in the most reputable print and online media, including
general news outlets such as News24 and Daily Maverick, in Business Day, as well as specialist
cricket publications like SA Cricket Magazine.
357. The allegations in the media covered a wide range of issues plaguing CSA at the time. They
included abuse of disciplinary measures to punish innocent senior staff members, losses of
hundreds of millions of rands through bad decision-making or failure to follow through on
implementation.
358. This led to large compensation payments to players and vendors CSA had contracted but did not
use, and losses from insufficient diligence when committing CSA to large contracts.
359. The motives for structural changes to cricket were disputed, and CSA was accused of inadequate
long-term tour planning.
360. Media reports alleged relations with SACA and the players were affected, that the conflict had
driven a ‘wedge between the players and the CSA’, claims of a ‘leadership vacuum’ and ‘lightweight’
leadership, and the aborted India T20 tour which some reports attributed to India’s perception of
CSA’s ‘internal problems.’
361. Though he denied claims that he was responsible for the decision to deny the five journalists
access, the former CEO later retracted his statement and offered an abject apology for the
damage done to freedom of expression and cricket.
362. Reputational damage cost the sport millions through the cancellation of major sponsorships
including Sunfoil, Standard Bank and Momentum. Other reports highlighted CSA’s fallout with
SuperSport, South Africa’s biggest subscription sports broadcaster.
363. Once the IB was appointed, Business Day referred to the ongoing difficult engagement between
the IB and the MC regarding amendments to the MOI as further evidence of the dysfunction
within cricket. It was contended that the objections to the amendments were simply ‘an umbrella
for skulduggery’, and resistance to change as the ‘turkeys refusing to vote for Christmas’, because an
independent board would be a more likely bulwark against entrenched vested interests.
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364. These outlets showed overwhelming support for a new constitution or MOI that enhanced the
impact of skilled independent directors.
365. Some media commentators located CSA’s problems in the narrative of ‘state capture’ that has
plagued South Africa in recent years.
366. Ms Judith February reminded readers of the Daily Maverick on 26 August 2020 that ‘not so long
ago we were the number one test nation in the world. But like so many things in our country, the game
is being ruined by boardroom politics and having the wrong individuals in key positions.’
367. ‘The gentleman’s game has been turned into one of boardroom bullying, corruption and dysfunction.
The ongoing shambles within Cricket South Africa (CSA) continues as the organisation lurches from one
shameful day to the next.
368. ‘If we can gain any clarity from the mess before us it is that the administration of cricket has been
captured by rent-seekers who have no interest in the game at all.
369. ‘The capture has happened not only at administrative level but within every provincial cricket board
and within the CSA Board itself.’
370. Mr Craig Ray in the Daily Maverick concluded: ‘As harsh as it may sound, we need to break this whole
house down and rebuild it. It’s as simple as that, because it won’t happen from within.’

1) The Road to Reputational Recovery
371. It is axiomatic in any organisation that reputation depends in the first instance on the underlying
effectiveness and integrity of the body concerned. Attempts to fix its ‘communication’ without
fixing the underlying failures is likely to be mostly a wasted effort.
372. It also follows that the key to correcting the reputation of the CSA and the sport is to first fix its
governance. Once an institution has been hollowed out, the road to recovery is arduous.
373. Elaborate new ‘communications strategies’ can even be used as a substitute for addressing the
underlying failure, or at least as an attempt to minimise or attempt to cover up such problems.
374. There is often a tendency to deal with organisational shortcomings and a lack of capacity and skill
by outsourcing key functions within an organisation. CSA was no different.
375. When the IB commenced its tenure a public relations agency, PR Worx was being utilised to deal
with what were, in essence, core duties of a functioning Communications department. In addition,
there was an unhealthy focus on messaging and ‘spin’ as opposed to authentic cricketing
communication.
376. There was also a distinct blurring of the lines of authority between the CSA Communications
department and the outsourced agency. It resulted in an over-reliance on slick presentations and
products to communicate basic messages.
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377. The IB decided early on to terminate the contract of PR Worx based on what the IB deemed its
unsuitability for cricket communication and also to trim ‘fat’ within the organisation. Key to this
was ensuring that proper decision-making processes were followed when hiring consultants.
378. CSA had lurched from crisis to crisis and a solution was usually found in outsourcing. This
unhealthy fixation with consultants needed to end.
379. The IB saw this first-hand in particular as regards communications. Mostly this meant that the
designated IB member responsible for media engagements was drawn into editing statements
prior to release for language and tone. Board members should not be so directly involved in dayto-day activities but because of the organisational deficits, this was necessary.
380. The IB considered the most important step in reputational recovery was to remediate the
governance challenges by ensuring that a majority of the directors and the Chair would be
independent in line with the spirit of the recommendations in the Nicholson Report.
381. Meanwhile, during the IB’s term of office a strong start was made in turning around negative
perceptions among stakeholders and the public by, for example, immediately releasing the
Fundudzi Report.
382. The IB and the management team adopted an open and transparent approach to re-engaging
with disgruntled sponsors and other stakeholders.
383. The first step was to stabilise the staff and build back their confidence.
384. The IB and management engaged in open and honest conversations with stakeholders who
questioned CSA’s governance record and began rebuilding relations with sponsors who had
either ended contracts or signalled they would not renew them.
385. The message from all stakeholders was loud and clear – that any future re-engagement with
cricket hinges on how CSA transforms its governance. They have witnessed poor governance and
they want no less than a best practice governance structure and a successful AGM.

MANDATE ITEM 6
Strategically positioning South Africa within the International Cricket Council (‘ICC’)
386. One of the key imperatives for the IB was to secure and enhance the strategic position of South
Africa within the ICC.
387. After readmission in July 1991, CSA and its predecessor bodies enjoyed admirable prominence in
international cricket affairs and played important roles in shaping the international game. At ICC
level this included having four South Africans over the past fifteen years occupying the leadership
positions of ICC President or Chief Executive.
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389. Sadly, over the last few years, CSA has lost its place of prestige and no longer enjoys the stature
it once had and ought to have in ICC matters. This was evident from the limited number of
international engagements the IB held.
390. The unilateral and inappropriate appointment by the MC on or about 2 November 2020 of
the Acting President, Mr Rihan Richards, as CSA’s representative to the ICC created significant
challenge for the IB to deliver on its mandate to reposition CSA within the ICC.
391. CSA’s Company Secretary, Mr Welsh Gwaza, was found guilty of misconduct in an independent
disciplinary hearing in respect of representations he made to the ICC in regard to the
appointment of Mr Richards to the ICC Board. Mr Gwaza was found, among other charges, to
have ‘contravened s76(2)(b) of the Companies Act by failing to disclose material information to the
Board at the earliest practicable opportunity.’ ‘In respect of the ICC, Mr Gwaza’s submission states
that “if he was somehow required to inform the (board) when he sent the information, as it is found
by the Chairperson, Gwaza was at least negligent.” The concession of negligence is correct, but does
not go far enough. Suffice it to reiterate that, as set out in my findings on the charges, Mr Gwaza
seriously misconducted himself, showed bad faith, failed to disclose material information to the Board,
undermined the Board, misled the ICC, failed to act as a reasonable and honest company secretary
would have, and failed to exercise the necessary care, skill and diligence.’ On 10 June 2021, Mr Gwaza
was dismissed.
392. The IB has been approached by other ICC Full Member countries calling on CSA to play a lead role
and restore the influence it once enjoyed at ICC level.
393. CSA’s weakness has been compounded by the fact that we have been represented by three
different Presidents or Acting Presidents over the past eight months.
394. Such instability in our representation does not help CSA engender strategic relationships, nor
does it inspire confidence among fellow member countries.
395. A similar situation occurred in 2011–2012, prior to the Nicholson Report, when CSA were
represented by no less than five different personalities. Without stable representation, South
Africa’s contribution on international matters will remain limited.
396. South Africa is one of only 12 Full Members of the ICC. It is important to note that a reputable CSA
represented by an accomplished official is key to supporting a good balance in world cricket.
397. Over the years CSA’s vital role in many strategic debates has been recognised, in particular
around the equitable sharing of resources and development of the game.
398. But due to the internal challenges at CSA, it has become increasingly evident that CSA no longer
contributes meaningfully to shaping international cricket affairs. Important matters like the
election of the ICC chairperson and deputy chairperson, shaping the Future Tours Programme
(FTP) and ICC global events, the ICC commercial rights programme which involves billions of
dollars and the resulting share of distributions to each member, are matters over which CSA has
not adequately exercised its mind and authority in a meaningful way.
399. In recent times, CSA has been reduced to a mere vote, arguably influenced by other parties.
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400. The IB’s findings are that:
i.
ii.

CSA has lost its place of prestige at the ICC and has not performed up to expectation in
contributing meaningfully to shape international cricket affairs.
The nomination of a person from outside of the Board to represent CSA at ICC level has not
served CSA effectively. This has hindered the IB’s ability to secure and enhance the strategic
position of South Africa within the ICC and its member countries.

401. The most recent ICC Board meeting was held on 1 June 2021 and is the only ICC meeting at which
the IB had nominated a representative to attend on its behalf and thus received feedback.
402. The following ICC matters will require further attention by the new CSA Board:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

403.
i.
ii.

iii.

The ICC World T20 event scheduled for October 2021, specifically the issues relating to host
location and outstanding tax exemptions;
The bidding process to host future ICC global events. CSA has strongly showed its desire to
host at least the 2027 Cricket World Cup. The bidding process is planned to be completed by
September 2021;
The ICC strategy 2019–2023 – review and submit input to the ICC;
The ongoing dispute with Cricket Australia relating to their cancelled tour in March 2021;
The appointment of a CSA representative on ICC Board committees.

RECOMMENDATION 7
The nomination and appointment of an appropriate representative on the ICC Board should
be the responsibility of the CSA Board.
The appointed person must be a CSA Director* who is a strategic thinker and a resourceful
individual who understands the nuances in international cricket and has the skill and
confidence to operate at a geo-political level. The individual must be able to balance the
needs of South African cricket with the political demands that surface when decisions are
being made.
The ICC representative must also understand, on the one hand, the correlation between
historical imbalance and the resultant need for affirmative action in our country vis-à-vis the
current imbalances and, on the other hand, developmental needs of ICC Member nations.
In other words, the more powerful nations need to understand and contribute towards the
developmental needs of fellow cricket-playing countries.

*During the last-ditch negotiations with the MC on the amended MOI, this position was amended to allow the
Board to appoint any person they deem fit to represent CSA from time to time.
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MANDATE ITEM 7
Preparations for CSA’s Annual General Meeting (‘AGM’) and election of
new CSA Board
404. CSA’s last AGM was held on Saturday, 7 September 2019.
405. The upcoming AGM scheduled for Saturday, 12 June 2021 is the long awaited AGM relating to the
financial year ended 30 April 2020. The AGM was originally scheduled for 5 September 2020, but
the multiple governance challenges and resulting dysfunction caused the AGM to be postponed
several times.
406. Originally the IB and MC had agreed to hold the postponed 2020 AGM on 17 April 2021. However,
failure of the MC to accept a majority independent board and independent chairperson caused
the AGM to be further delayed.
407. The upcoming AGM will be governed in terms of the new MOI unanimously adopted in terms of
the s60 Special Resolution on 27 April 2021. This followed the failed Special General Meeting on
17 April 2021.
408. The IB’s work will conclude with the holding of the AGM at which the new Board of Directors are
appointed.
409. The IB had initially advertised during February 2021 for suitably qualified persons to apply for
Independent Director positions on the Board of CSA.
410. Following the impasse regarding adoption of the amended MOI, the IB re-advertised from 29
April to 10 May 2021.
411. In terms of Article 19.1.1 of the new CSA MOI and in preparation for the AGM, the IB called for
nominations during May 2021 and constituted the Independent Director Nominations Panel
(IDNP) on 31 May 2021.
412. Schedule 3 of the MOI provides for certain transitional arrangements relating to the appointment
of the first board. The IDNP is required to screen, shortlist, interview and appoint the first
independent directors.
413. The IDNP comprises six members as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

A former President nominated by the Board;
A former South African men’s or women’s international cricket player nominated by the
SACA;
A person nominated by the SA Institute of Chartered Accountants;
A person nominated by the Institute of Directors South Africa – who shall serve as the
chairperson for the panel;
A person nominated by the Legal Practice Council; and
A person nominated by the Members Council,

provided that each such nominee should, mutatis mutandis, meet the independence criteria set out in
article 6.1.
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414. The IB was initially not supportive of certain nominations proposed to serve on the INDP
and requested the various institutions to reconsider the calibre and experience of persons
nominated. This was appropriately remedied.
415. The confirmed INDP members are:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Mr Ray Mali (Past President);
Mr David Terbrugge (SACA);
Mr Gil Gorgulho (SAICA);
Mr Mohammed Seedat (IODSA) (Chairperson);
Advocate Nazeer Cassim (LPC); and
Mr Enver Mall (MC)

416. The IDNP held meetings to shortlist, interview, conduct background checks and finally decide on
the best candidates for appointment to the new CSA Board.
417. The MC raised objection to the transitional provision contained in the MOI which empowers the
IDNP to appoint the independent directors for the first Board. The transitional provisions were
designed to ensure total independence in the appointment process of the first independent
directors. In future years, the MC would be involved in electing independent directors to fill
vacancies after the IDNP screens and nominates suitable candidates to the MC for appointment.
418. At the time of writing this report the matter of appointing or electing independent directors
remains the subject of discussion.
419. It is intended that the eight independent directors will be announced at or before the AGM.
420. The five non-independent directors will be nominated by the Affiliates and elected at the AGM.

MANDATE ITEM 8
Assessment of the CSA executive
421. The IB has assessed the efficacy of CSA’s executive and initiated measures to remedy critical
deficiencies limiting optimal functionality. The assessment has been arrived at through a variety
of interactions including a significant amount of time dealing with the disciplinary cases of two
senior executives.
422. From the outset it was apparent that there were significant weaknesses at the executive level.
423. As this report has indicated and is common knowledge, by the time the IB was appointed, CSA
was in considerable disarray.
424. This manifested itself in administrative dysfunction at almost every level, specifically in the office
of the CEO, where an Acting CEO had been appointed while also executing the functions of the
Chief Commercial Officer (‘CCO’).
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425. The executive as a whole lacked sufficient in-depth knowledge and understanding of the
complexity of what is in effect a multi-billion Rand business. The administration of cricket requires
high levels of skill and experience in dealing with a web of diverse stakeholders, including players,
their union SACA, broadcasters and sponsors, as well as ensuring that South Africa retains its
position of influence within the ICC.
426. Alongside this, senior executives ought to have a deep knowledge of cricket, not merely a passing
interest. This was sorely lacking at the level of the ACEO in particular. In addition, there were
noticeable gaps in institutional memory as well as experience, both in cricketing matters and the
expertise required to run a large and complex business.
427. The IB also found a culture of deception and distrust, which bred inefficiency and dysfunction
throughout the company.
428. The executive team must have, inter alia, in-depth knowledge of cricket and its structures, both
at a domestic and international level as well as the ability to think strategically and innovatively
about the future of the game.
429. The team should be proficient in managing a diverse group of people, communicating
strategically and effectively and, importantly, be able to navigate a large and experienced media
base that is generally unforgiving.
430. Evidence led during the disciplinary hearings in respect of the Company Secretary (Mr Gwaza)
and the acting CEO and CCO (Ms Govender), showed that there was an atmosphere of fear and
distrust in the organisation which was perpetuated by certain senior executives, including Mr
Gwaza and Ms Govender.
431. The independent chairperson of Mr Gwaza’s disciplinary hearing found his conduct with regard to
his accountability to the Board, specifically his contention that such accountability was ‘qualified’,
to be ‘as plainly wrong as it is startling’ and further that his stance vis-à-vis the IB was obfuscatory,
uncooperative and aimed at further expanding the rift in existence between the IB and the MC.
Moreover, the chairperson found that Mr Gwaza was clearly and blatantly defiant of the IB and
that he was dishonest in representations made by him to the previous Board.
432. Finally, CSA requires a competent independent Board capable of providing the necessary
direction and support while exercising appropriate levels of oversight over the business. That
there were failings in this regard is well documented. 10
433. The practical effects of the governance failures and executive level dysfunction were serious and
manifested in, inter-alia, excessive spending on legal, meeting and director fees led to blue-chip
major sponsors like Standard Bank, Momentum and Sunfoil terminating their association with CSA.
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434. The role of a Company Secretary is crucial to the proper functioning of a Board, and a company.
435. The dysfunction within the Acting CEO and CCO’s (Ms Govender) office and the recalcitrance
of the Company Secretary (Mr Gwaza) caused the IB to spend considerable time, particularly
at the start of its tenure, dealing with what were essentially executive functions. This resulted
in IB members having to step in and provide an extraordinary amount of ongoing support to
management.
436. It was also clear from the outset that the acting CEO (who was also the CCO) was not fit for the
role. Her inexperience and inability to instil confidence in the IB (and CSA staff) created severe
strain between her and the IB and eventually led to her suspension and disciplinary action.
437. She had been appointed by the previous Board for the limited period of 19 August 2020 to 30
September 2020 but was still in the role when the IB was appointed on 31 October 2021. She
engaged with the IB unconvincingly until she was charged and suspended on 14 December 2020.
438. The following emerged in the report of the independent disciplinary hearing of the Company
Secretary:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Notwithstanding the unique situation within CSA where the Company Secretary is a
functionary of both the MC and the CSA Board, the Company Secretary is accountable to the
Board;
The IB found a wholly unacceptable situation, where the Company Secretary was extremely
powerful, was at the centre of all executive decision-making and was providing legal advice
upon which the previous Board and the MC acted with little introspection;
In reality the Company Secretary had arrogated power to himself because of a weak Board
and other members of the executive;
The Company Secretary was the point person for external legal advice while also steering
executives in their interactions with each other and with the Board; and
The chairperson of the hearing described the Company Secretary in his dealings with the
IB as defiant, and that the Company Secretary believed that ‘he, rather than the Board, was
entitled to set the terms of his employment’.

439. It was clear from the outset that there was deep resistance from the Company Secretary when
the IB was appointed and the relationship between the IB and the Company Secretary was
strained at best. This drove a further wedge between the IB and the MC.
440. The lack of trust was evident and manifested itself clearly when the IB sought transparency
regarding the release of the Fundudzi Forensic Report.
441. The IB believed that the Company Secretary attempted to obstruct the release of the unredacted
forensic report to the public.
442. The Company Secretary was charged and suspended from duty on 30 November 2020 and the
Chief Commercial Officer was charged and suspended from duty on 14 December 2020.
443. The two executive disciplinary hearings required, in total, 28 days to conclude (11 days for Mr
Gwaza and 17 days for Ms Govender) and which proceedings encompassed the oral testimony of
25 witnesses called by both parties across the two hearings. Witnesses included members from
the IB for CSA and the MC for the executives.
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444. Mr Gwaza’s disciplinary inquiry was heard on 17 and 18 December 2020; on 13, 14, 17, 18 and 19
February 2021; and on 18, 19 and 21 March 2021.
445. Ms Govender’s disciplinary hearing spanned the following period: 24, 25 and 26 February 2021;
12, 24, 25, 26 and 29 March 2021; 16, 21, 23, 28, 29 April 2021 and 14, 17, 18 and 21 May 2021.
446. Outside of the time needed to conduct the hearings, which sat from 09h00 to 17h00 every day,
the time invested by CSA’s legal team included reviewing the Fundudzi Report, considering and
compiling documentary evidence, interviewing witnesses and preparing its case.
447. It is, however, important to note that both sets of proceedings were plagued throughout by a
variety of interlocutory applications bought by the legal teams of the respective executives, which
had the unfortunate effect of unduly delaying the matters.
448. Ultimately the employees’ patent and often extraordinary attempts to derail proceedings were
found by the chairperson, Adv Terry Motau SC, to be just that, and CSA prevailed in all of the
employees’ meritless applications.
449. Its successes notwithstanding, CSA suffered severe financial prejudice as a result of the
employees’ dilatory tactics, especially in light of CSA electing to appoint a well-respected and
recognised senior member of the Johannesburg bar to preside over the matters. Regrettably, the
nature of internal disciplinary proceedings does not allow for adverse costs awards and CSA has
had to incur millions of rands in legal costs and chairpersons’ fees as a result.
450. Management dysfunction led to the ubiquitous hiring of consultants, creating an unhealthy
dependency on outside companies and individuals.
451. It is the view of the IB that this unhealthy dependency on consultants is both costly and
unnecessary. It tends to create an environment in which outside companies impose their style on
the company without consultation. Skills are therefore bought rather than developed internally.
452. Appointing consultants is not a sustainable approach to managing operations and the IB found
that some of the consultants were known to those in senior management who had hired them.
This creates an unhealthy culture where holding these consultants to account becomes difficult, if
not impossible. Personal relationships should not be the basis for hiring consultants.
453. In another example of an over-reliance on outsourced skills, the IB needed to deal with the
Human Resources (‘HR’) executive who was also in a consultant’s position.
454. In the view of the IB, apart from cost issues, both the HR consultant and the external
Communications agency referred to above were not effective in their respective roles and the IB
terminated both contracts.
455. After a briefing by the Head of Communications and given the first-hand experience of the
IB in relation to communications matters, it became clear that a radical overhaul of the
Communications department was needed. The IB was unable to deal with this during its short
tenure and it is a matter the new Board must deal with.
456. The IB however discussed the need for a senior, seasoned communications executive to whom
the Head of Communications could report. It would also be advisable to ensure that the Head
of Communications department has a close working relationship with the CEO. This is necessary
so that the communications staff have up-to-the-minute information, have internalised the
transformative vision of CSA, and are able to advance the values of integrity and professionalism
the new CSA should embody.
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457. In addition, the Head of Communications should guide the Communications department’s
strategy and vision. This would include its ability to be not only responsive but also proactive in its
communications.
458. There is much work to be done in fostering constructive working relationships with the cricketing
media. This is especially so after years of organisational challenges which left both parties
sceptical of each other. This should not be so, and levels of trust need to be restored.
459. Appointing the appropriate senior executive will go a long way in creating a break with the past
while at the same time utilising the skill that there is within the Communications department.
There are several individuals who have done sterling work in very trying circumstances. They are
talented and deserve recognition and support for their ongoing commitment to CSA.
460. The IB reviewed the appointments of Graeme Smith, Mark Boucher and Enoch Nkwe. While there
were shortcomings with the process of these appointments, the IB established that the previous
Board had confirmed these appointments and accordingly had no option but to execute the
terms of the appointments.
461. On 14 December 2020, following the suspension of Ms Govender, Mr Pholetsi Moseki was
appointed as Acting CEO and together with Mr Graeme Smith, the Director of Cricket, has
supported the IB in providing the necessary executive management over CSA operations.
462. Interim Board findings:
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

Certain members of CSA’s executive staff, including the previous CEO, were responsible for
and complicit in the malaise CSA found itself in. These executives contributed to creating a
toxic and underperforming environment that was well entrenched by the time the IB was
appointed;
The Company Secretary was found to have been integral in several governance flaws and
further that he exerted significant influence over the functioning of CSA at MC, Board,
executive management, external contracting and staff levels;
The CCO was not suitably qualified or experienced enough to handle CSA’s commercial
affairs. This problem was compounded by locating the Communications department under
her leadership;
Revenue generation and management (sponsorship), marketing, the public relations and
communication functions were all combined in the Commercial department under the
leadership of the CCO. Apart from the volume of work in each of these areas and the wide
range of skills required to manage the various departments, there is also potential for
conflict;
The IB inherited a number of pending human resource matters and found that the
consultant (Ms Chantel Moon from People Link (Pty) Ltd) did not possess the minimum
qualification requirements for the job. Accordingly, the IB decided to terminate the Service
Level Agreement with People Link (Pty) Ltd;
PR Worx CC, a public relations firm, was appointed by CSA during October 2020 to,
inter-alia, attend to crisis communications and reputation management. The IB found
the appointment to be wholly ineffective and costly. The agreement was accordingly
terminated;
CSA will require a more detailed review and assessment of the level of skills and experience
of the current executives and staff to ascertain their capability to manage the affairs of CSA
going forward;

IMPLEMENTING THE MANDATE

viii. The capability of the Communications department is far from adequate. During the tenure
of the IB, a Board member was assigned responsibility for the media portfolio.
This resulted in the Board member drafting media releases and dealing with several media
enquiries on an ongoing basis. It included editing media releases and attempting to drive
the Communications department towards a comprehensive strategy. The short tenure
of the IB has meant that it was not able to rectify the deficiencies in the Communications
department. It is also not the role of Board members to be involved in operations to this
extent; and
ix. Currently, the lack of leadership in the Communications department is causing the
company reputational harm. There are individuals within the department who are capable,
hard-working and passionate about their jobs and about cricket. These individuals need to
be encouraged and leadership is needed to ensure they are not lost to the company.

463.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

RECOMMENDATION 8

Public relations and communications is a significant and core function of the CSA business
and should be established as a separate department reporting to the Chief Executive;
A senior executive-level appointment is required to lead the Communications department
so that CSA can not only design and deliver a strategy to restore its reputation and image,
but also manage daily and routine public relations and communication deliverables;
The individual should have deep cricketing knowledge, an ability to write and be proactive
and responsive in dealing with the media. This requires innovation and the ability to lead a
team;
This would mean the hiring of a Director of Communications who should be a member of
the senior executive team (Exco). (See Mandate Item 5);
Revisit all consultancy contracts and ensure that CSA is receiving value for money. If not,
these contracts should be terminated or allowed to lapse and not be renewed unless
justified; and
CSA’s rightful role in international cricket needs to be restored. This will be an important
task for the new Board and, in particular, for the CSA representative at the ICC and the
new CEO.
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Restructuring of domestic cricket in South Africa

1) Background
464. Prior to the restructure, the domestic cricket structure comprised 21 teams: six franchise teams,
and 15 senior provincial teams.
465. A total of 273 professional cricketers were contracted to these teams. Since 2016, CSA has
debated and considered restructuring the domestic game.
466. The EY Lalor Report (2016) found that the existing structure provided limited opportunities for
players at the highest domestic level. Despite the findings and recommendations, consensus
could not be achieved at CSA, and the recommendations were shelved.
467. In 2019, the CSA MC proceeded with a decision to restructure the domestic game to have 12
provincial teams playing at the highest level. This decision was made when CSA needed to reduce
expenditure due to a forecast deficit of R654 million over the four-year budget cycle period
ending April 2022.
468. CSA took this decision without complying with the provisions of the SACA Recognition Agreement,
which specifically states that in the event of CSA making a decision that impacts the terms and
conditions of players, CSA must embark upon a comprehensive consultation process with SACA.
469. CSA proceeded to exclude SACA from the process (as well as related CSA committees) and this led
SACA to initiate court proceedings to stop the proposed restructure.
470. CSA has the right to restructure cricket but must do so after consultation with SACA. SACA has
made it clear it respects the authority of CSA to do so.
471. In December 2019, following the suspension of the then CEO of CSA, the Board appointed
the Richardson Committee to investigate the domestic restructure issue, and make
recommendations.
472. The first recommendation was to shelve the 12-team restructure model which resulted in a
settlement agreement between CSA and SACA and the SACA court application being withdrawn.

2) The Richardson Committee (‘RichCom’)
473. The RichCom commenced work and engaged various stakeholders.
474. The RichCom did not consider restructuring of the women’s game.
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475. Comprehensive consultation was undertaken between RichCom and SACA, which ensured
compliance with the SACA Recognition Agreement and allowed for constructive debate on the
issues of the restructuring. Importantly, three key ‘Cricket Imperatives’ were agreed upon when
considering the ideal domestic structure:
i.

ii.
iii.

Strong Proteas Men Team: The men’s national team generates more than 80% of CSA
revenues through sponsorship, broadcast rights and ICC revenues. This money funds the
entire cricket structure and as such the Proteas Men must be strong and competitive in the
world of cricket;
Strong domestic cricket structure: For the Proteas Men to be strong, the domestic
structure must be strong – strength vs strength, best players, competitive, etc. This is to
ensure that players are able to step up to the international level; and
Strong transformation pipeline: Within the domestic structure there must be a strong
transformation pipeline, so as to ensure that our teams are representative of the nation.

476. It was agreed that any restructuring must be measured against these imperatives.

3) Finances
477. In addition to the ‘Cricket Imperatives’, the domestic restructure had to address the issue of
reducing costs so as to contribute to CSA’s overall cost-saving imperative.

4) Timeframe
478. The initial timeframe, as agreed between CSA and SACA, was:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

The new structure to be agreed by June 2020;
Renegotiation of relevant collective agreement terms to be completed by November 2020;
Due to COVID-19 these dates were extended. However, the crises that engulfed CSA in the
period September 2020 to November 2020 resulted in no progress being made;
The IB did, ultimately, prioritise this issue with the final decision on the new structure being
made at the end of December 2020; and
The bid process commenced in January 2021.

5) Bidding
479. Despite some delays, the restructure was implemented in Q1 2021.
480. This followed studies and consultations involving all the Affiliates and a transparent independent
bidding process, which included the use of an objective scorecard to assess all bids.
481. The Independent Bid Evaluation Committee has qualified the eight Affiliate Members listed below
to compete in Division 1 and the seven Affiliate Members listed below to compete in Division 2 for
the 2021/22 and 2022/23 seasons, after which automatic promotion/relegation will determine the
team to be promoted to Division 1 and the team to be relegated to Division 2 at the end of each
season:
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DIVISION 1 (Alphabetical Order)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Boland Cricket
Eastern Province Cricket
Free State Cricket Union
Gauteng Cricket Board
KwaZulu-Natal Cricket Union – Coastal
North West Cricket
Northerns Cricket Union
Western Province Cricket Association

DIVISION 2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Border
Easterns
KZN Inland
Limpopo
Mpumalanga
Northern Cape
South Western Districts

6) Negotiations on collective agreement 		
changes
482. Negotiations between SACA and CSA on changes to the MOU commenced in March 2021 and are
nearing completion.

IMPLEMENTING THE MANDATE
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Cricket in a time of
COVID-19

INTERIM BOARD OF CRICKET SOUTH AFRICA

1) Playing the game
483. South Africa had a successful cricket season despite the enormous challenges posed by the
COVID-19 pandemic and problems around CSA’s governance.
484. The Proteas were in India in March 2020 when countries around the world began to lock down in
the wake of the pandemic. The tour was cancelled, and CSA scrambled to bring the team home
safely despite airline cancellations. The October World Cup and tours by Sri Lanka and the West
Indies were postponed for the foreseeable future.
485. This meant that CSA was forced to scrap its business plan and start over. To understand what
would be needed in this unprecedented situation, the Director of Cricket and Chief Medical
Officer went on an educational drive, developed online training sessions and plans to keep
players fit while locked up at home. Players were unable to play, revenue dried up, and cricketers
adapted to virtual life on Microsoft teams. This was hardly ideal but the entire world was coming
to grips with a once-in-a-lifetime event.
486. By September, under massive pressure – from fans and the loss of revenue – CSA had to convince
the government, through the Ministry of Sport, that it could reopen safely. The October month
was spent trying to convince government it could do so.
487. It was a perfect storm: having to deal with a global pandemic while at the same time CSA’s
governance failures were dominating media coverage. At the end of the previous Board’s tenure,
sponsors had expressed their discontent and concern about the state of governance within CSA.
Many had withdrawn and revenue from broadcast rights had all but dried up.
488. Despite this, and after a great effort and commitment from the ACEO, the DOC and CSA staff,
domestic cricket was able to resume in November 2020. The first four-day match was played
under strict COVID-19 protocols that included testing, controlling participants’ movements and
sanitisation of hotels and transport. The ‘new normal’ in cricket had to be managed.
489. In December, England was the first international team to tour South Africa since the lockdown
began. England had the experience of living through the severe European summer lockdown
and without doubt its players were experiencing ‘bubble fatigue’. England team management
allowed certain restrictions to be lifted, for example, they were allowed to leave the bio-secure
environment (BSE) at the Vineyard Hotel in Cape Town to play rounds of golf.
490. South Africa worked closely with the English medical team, learning the new mindset, finding
low-rise hotels with outdoor spaces. A few people tested positive, although some positive tests
were later reversed. The tour was stopped before completion. This was a severe blow to cricket
in South Africa and doubtless set the stage for Australia not to travel to South Africa, despite our
relatively low COVID-19 infection rates at the time.
491. For South Africa’s next COVID-era visitors, Sri Lanka, CSA needed to prove to the world that it
could be safe by creating a BSE.
492. Creating a BSE included players’ quarantine, regular testing, and managing the extra players
needed to cover shortfalls. Players had to be kept in small groups, at times confined to their
rooms.
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493. For the Sri Lanka tour, CSA decided to house both teams separately at the Irene country estate.
Matches were played at Wanderers and the Supersport Stadium in Centurion. This became the
model for all internationals during the lockdown.
494. The two teams were kept strictly separate everywhere except on the pitch. Hotel staff moved into
the hotel, and staff of each team was separated from the other team’s staff. Strict protocols were
in place to monitor how rooms were cleaned, and to prevent kitchen contamination. The players
were instructed how and where they could move and were tested five different times before the
first match. There were separate protocols for broadcasters, who interviewed players remotely.
495. CSA’s biggest success was the Sri Lanka tour. It proved South Africa was safe. The team then
travelled to Pakistan, where normal security is always extremely tight because of terrorism
threats in the region. A few days before they were due to leave, the airline they were booked on,
Emirates, cancelled its flights. CSA was therefore obliged to charter a plane. South Africa’s players
received presidential security, being treated as VIP government guests. Shortly afterwards, a
second South African team was sent. Both were brought back safely.
496. Anticipation for the planned Australian visit to South Africa was high. Australia’s tour always
attracts keen interest across the continent and is a valuable source of revenue.
497. Before the tour, Australia made extensive demands for COVID-19 protection and support from
our government which was provided at the highest level. The negotiations between CSA and
Cricket Australia were extensive and CSA was confident it was able to meet their demands,
however onerous.
498. CSA were extremely frustrated after many months of work to satisfy the high demands from
Australia proved fruitless when Australia cancelled its tour anyway.
499. It was a devastating blow to cricket in South Africa, not only for CSA’s ‘bottom line’ but also for
the cricket-loving public who always look forward to the duel between South Africa and Australia.
CSA’s loss of income was substantial, as well as the loss of a tour that is always much anticipated.
Cricket followers in Africa were looking forward to Australia playing in South Africa.
500. In the end, it was a decision which saw the tired prejudice against the developing world play
itself out within sport. In the end despite the diplomatic efforts by CSA and our government,
the tour was cancelled. This was especially frustrating since Australian and English players were
comfortable to travel to India to participate in the Indian Premier League (‘IPL’). That tournament
was postponed because of India’s surge in COVID-19 infection rates. It revealed some hypocrisy
which under-resourced cricketing nations have to deal with.
501. It also reflected the ailing fortunes of South Africa’s men’s team on the field. No longer as
competitive as in the past, for a host of reasons related to a natural transition on-field and
boardroom failures off it, a tour here was clearly not seen as essential for Australia or England.
502. Because this issue was about more than a cancelled tour the IB took the decision to lodge a
complaint with the ICC, considering it a matter of principle for smaller countries to stand up for
their interests. It disputed the facts presented to it by Australia. The pandemic was at a low point
at the time and our infection rate was the lowest it had been.
503. The Australian cancellation was a single sour note in a successful pandemic era season. South
Africa hosted a well-supported Pakistani tour, using the same venues and protocols applied for
Sri Lanka.
504. Rebuilding the men’s game raised massive logistics issues with bigger squads. Because of
COVID-19 the team had to fly home from Pakistan to quarantine so they could play Australia.
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505. While the men’s team is in a rebuilding phase, the women’s team did exceptionally well. South
Africa’s women team beat strong sides – Pakistan at home twice, and India twice on tour. They
exceeded everyone’s expectations.
506. The team is now preparing for next year’s world cup in New Zealand.
507. Given the exceptional efforts and considerable extra costs to play during the pandemic, keeping
teams on the field since November was a significant achievement.

2) Cricket Development
508. CSA maintained a comprehensive cricket development programme that promotes cricket for
young children, through school, tertiary education, provincial, professional and both club and
professional seniors.
509. A highlight of its development programme is the CSA bursary system to support promising young
cricketers. This is intended to develop young cricketers through the CSA pipeline while pursuing
formal education and training. CSA currently provides bursaries for 94 cricketers in traditional
cricketing schools and focus schools, where at least 70% of scholars are black Africans.
510. Young children are encouraged to play through the Mini-Cricket programme that involves 6 400
schools, 11 700 coaches and 124 000 participants. CSA also supports 57 regional hubs supporting
cricket from grassroots to senior cricket.
511. CSA’s Schools Cricket Programme caters for 1 855 primary schools and 1 101 high schools for
schools in disadvantaged areas. Bursary assistance is currently provided to 16 black African
cricketers to attend the University of Fort Hare Academy.
512. Additional programmes focus on rural cricket, cricket for members of the South African Police
Services, South African Correctional Services and the South African National Defence Force, a
disability cricket programme and programmes for seniors.

3) Awards
513. Due to the COVID-19 lockdown CSA held its annual awards ceremony as a Social Media Takeover,
announcing category nominees and ultimate winners via a social media broadcast on all CSA
social media platforms –Twitter, Facebook and Instagram – on 31 May 2021.
•
•

SA Men’s Cricketer of the Year: Anrich Nortje; and
SA Women’s Cricketer of the Year: Shabnim Ismail.

Congratulations to all the award winners!
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1) CSA Affiliate Member matters
514. During the tenure of the IB several historic Affiliate matters or disputes were escalated to board
level. To deal effectively with these matters, the IB formed an Affiliates committee, which was
tasked to:
i.
ii.
iii.

Understand the underlying issues that required the IB’s attention;
Evaluate the role CSA had played historically in the events that led to the escalation of the
matter; and
Propose recommendations to resolve the matter or set up interim measures to take the
matter forward.

515. What follows is a summary of the three separate matters escalated to the IB, namely:
i.
ii.
iii.

Northern Cape Cricket;
North West Cricket; and
Western Province.

2) Northern Cape Cricket (‘NCC’) matter
516. The NCC matters covered three issues:
i.
ii.
iii.

Member/club disputes with the NCC Board and/or executive staff;
Inter-club/member disputes; and
Convening the 2020 AGM.

517. The Affiliates committee reviewed relevant documents relating to member club disputes and
conducted high-level, probing interviews.
518. Prior to finalisation, on 15 January 2021, CSA received correspondence from NCC advising that
issues pertaining to the dispute involving Frances Baard Cricket Association and its clubs were
being dealt with internally with a view to resolving the impasse.
519. CSA withdrew its involvement but continued to monitor progress seeking update reports from
time to time.
520. The IB encouraged the same stance to be followed with Pixley ka Seme Cricket Union, which had
also raised several issues of concern.
521. Due to the protracted nature of the inter-club/member disputes, NCC was unable to deal with
them and the IB resolved to appoint Judge Ngoepe to investigate and where possible resolve
these disputes and make recommendations.
522. Judge Ngoepe has submitted a report on some of the cases, with findings that need to be
implemented within specified timeframes.
523. Any unresolved matters might require the attention of the new CSA Board.
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524. On the matter of the postponed 2020 AGM, the IB communicated the following to NCC:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

The Companies Tribunal had granted NCC an extension to hold its AGM by no later than 28
February 2021;
CSA was pleased that the disputes causing the AGM to be delayed and CSA to be involved
were being resolved internally by NCC;
NCC was required to honour the deadline date for holding the AGM and comply with the
CSA MOI that requires members to hold their AGMs prior to the CSA AGM. This is necessary
to avoid further complications;
The IB encouraged all NCC stakeholders to work together in harmony to conduct a
successful AGM and indicated that CSA is willing to assist NCC and/or engage with key role
players to ensure the AGM is held;
The AGM was not held on date as sufficient members did not attend to meet the required
quorum. Part of Judge Ngoepe’s mandate is to understand the reasons behind the failed
AGM and to assist in reconvening the AGM; and
CSA will continue to monitor developments ahead of the AGM.

3) North West Cricket (‘NWC’) matter
525. The NWC matter relates to alleged corporate governance failings, breaches of fiduciary duties and
the misappropriation of stadium loans provided by CSA during 2017.
526. The CSA Audit and Risk Committee appointed Deloitte to investigate matters relating to possible
fraud and/or financial irregularities regarding stadium upgrades. Deloitte issued a forensic report
in July 2019.
527. Bowmans issued a Memorandum of Advice dated 30 September 2020 pertaining to the legal
steps and remedial action that CSA and NWC should consider pursuant to the Deloitte report.
528. Bowmans issued an additional Memorandum of Advice dated 16 February 2021.
529. There is also the Gericke Report and the Howes Report on these matters.
530. In accordance with clause 12.3 and 12.4 of the CSA MOI, the CSA Board exercised its step-in rights
and appointed an Administrator on 5 December 2018 to oversee the administrative, governance
and financial affairs of NWC until the matter was satisfactorily resolved.
531. The Affiliates committee was furnished with the above reports and shared its recommendations
with the NWC Members Council.
532. The work performed by the administrator since 28 November 2018 has placed NWC affairs on a
satisfactory footing.
533. The IB highlighted the responsibility and authority of the administrator to:
i.
ii.

Implement the recommendations and remedial actions pursuant to the Deloitte report
and the Bowmans memoranda of advice, including but not limited to instituting legal
proceedings; and
Convene an annual general meeting as soon as possible to elect the new Board of Directors
to assume responsibility for the company’s affairs, and for CSA to withdraw from the step-in
process.

AFFILIATE MEMBER MATTERS

534. It is important to note that NWC has qualified to compete in the top eight (8) division of the new
domestic cricket structure from the 2021/22 season, subject to all the governance matters being
satisfactorily addressed.
535. On 31 May 2021, NWC convened an elective AGM following which the role of CSA as
administrators has ceased.
536. A dispute on the outcome of the election has been raised by certain clubs. This will follow the
normal dispute resolution process.

4) Western Province Cricket Association 		
(‘WPCA’) (see also paragraph 552)
537. In April 2019, the CSA Board agreed to convert previous loans (R18.2 million) extended to WPCA
into a 24% equity share in the Newlands Cricket Ground (‘NCG’) property investment company
(‘PropCo’). WPCA owns 76% of Propco.
538. The development is a joint venture between Sanlam (51%) and WPCA PropCo (49%). CSA
effectively owns 11.76% of the development.
539. Due to a combination of internal constraints and the COVID-19 pandemic, the project has
experienced pressing cash-flow issues. In particular, WPCA is unable to fund its contributions.
As a result CSA is in negotiation with WPCA to provide the necessary funding in return for an
increased equity stake in PropCo.

5) RECOMMENDATION 9
540. A fundamental part of the CSA business is cricket development, and it is the Affiliate members who
are responsible for delivering that objective. In the absence of sufficient executive capacity and
authority to deal with Affiliate matters, the IB recommends a permanent Affiliates committee be
constituted to manage all issues pertaining to Affiliate matters or disputes.
This committee would be responsible for, inter-alia, creating a good governance framework among
the Affiliates, a conducive environment for the optimal growth of cricket in South Africa and regular
reporting and monitoring.
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1) Financial overview
541. The seriousness of the crisis of governance and legitimacy that has overwhelmed CSA in the past
year is reflected in an overview of its financial figures, its current divided nature and the low level
of public confidence in cricket’s administration.
542. The incoming Board will need to give urgent attention to strategic and financial planning, the
installation of a new Chief Executive and building new confidence and consensus in cricket
between administrators, players, sponsors, the media and government.

2) A decline in cash and reserves
543. CSA’s financial well-being has been declining over the past few years. An analysis of the reserves
and available cash shows a steady deterioration. Cash reserves peaked in the financial year
2015/16 with the England and Australia in-bound tours plus R280 million received from the
settlement of Champions League Twenty20 (CLT20).
544. The CSA business model operates in four-year cycles which includes one men’s ICC Cricket World
Cup in the cycle. The current cycle runs from 1 May 2018 to 30 April 2022. Before the end of year
one (2018/19), CSA was already projecting a cumulative loss for the cycle of R814 million.
545. While CSA has over some while held sizeable investments and cash reserves, presumably as a
result of sound management, CSA is facing its first ever cycle in which it is expected to fail to
break even over a four-year cycle. This is a bright warning light that cannot be ignored.

Table 1

Reserves
(Rm)

Investments
(Rm)

Cash & cash
equivalents
(Rm)

Total cash &
Investments
(RM)

2014/15

707

89

247

336

2015/16

814

105

1,023

1,128

2016/17

655

248

740

988

2017/18

1,005

257

627

884

2018/19

856

297

349

646

2019/20

907

382

174

556

2020/21 *

650 **

389

163

552

*
**

Unaudited. All other figures are audited year end reported figures.
Pre-audit estimate figure.
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546. From 2015/16, when total cash and investments stood at R1.128 billion, CSA was in an enviable
position. It boasted surplus reserves and a privileged full suite of sponsors. Sadly, there has been
a steady decline so that by the end of the last financial year (2020/21) the unaudited figure is
R552 million, a reduction of R566 million, or more than halved in five years.
547. Since a significant decline occurred in each of the years prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, it is clear
that CSA management has itself not been able to function at the level required. The last five years’
financial performance cannot be blamed on the pandemic. COVID 19 only placed additional strain
on an institution that was already failing to perform at an acceptable level.
548. It is of critical importance to understand why this was the case, and to what degree this was due
to circumstances within CSA’s control.

3) Causes of decline beyond CSA’s control
549. Two significant factors were beyond CSA’s control: a generally weak SA economy and the
COVID-19 lockdowns since March 2020, which curtailed matches, tours and other elements of
revenue generation which a cricket schedule provides.
550. The pandemic directly resulted in an important in-bound tour (Australia) being cancelled, an ODI
series (England) being curtailed and a potential three T20 international matches against India
failing to materialise. This had a major impact on CSA’s expected revenue for the year, largely due
to the non-receipt of tour-related broadcast and sponsorship income amounting to R250 million.
It is hoped that these tours will be rescheduled at a later date and the income eventually earned.

4) Causes of decline that were within CSA’s
control
551. The negative effects of actions that were within CSA’s control:
i.
ii.

iii.

A weak Future Tours Programme (FTP) that existed before the pandemic forced the
cancellation or curtailment of planned matches;
Governance challenges: The loss of multimillion rand sponsorships because blue chip, longterm sponsors had lost confidence in CSA’s governance, integrity and its ability to protect
its reputation from disrepute when, inter-alia, CSA withdrew accreditation of five cricket
journalists, which caused a huge public outcry. Among others –
•
Standard Bank, who were CSA’s headline sponsor, announced their exit on 6
December 2019; 11
•
Momentum, another blue chip and significant sponsor in cricket had expressed their
concerns over CSA’s governance over many months, finally announced curtailment of
their association with cricket; 12
Poor decision-making judgements: Many of these were costly, for example, the
postponement and later cancellation of the Global League, launch of the MSL and a number
of labour-related issues all resulted in hefty compensation payments exceeding R100s of
millions while providing no benefits either financially or to cricket.

REFERENCES
11 https://www.news24.com/sport/Cricket/Proteas/devastating-blow-as-standard-bank-walk-away-from-csa-20191206
12 https://www.timeslive.co.za/sport/cricket/2020-09-15-another-blow-for-embattled-cricket-sa-as-key-sponsors-momentum-exit/
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iv.

CSA is owed R143 million by Affiliates (R169 million less R26 million repaid) who borrowed
funds to repair or upgrade their stadia or, in some cases, for other purposes. The Fundudzi
Report drew attention to CSA’s failure to ensure a prudent loan repayment scheme.
The underlying problem, however, was that Affiliates never had surplus funds to repay their
loans because CSA did not adequately address the consequences of not having a successful
revenue-generating T20 competition that would have funded the Affiliates.
It was known that stadia around the country were falling foul of safety standards and
needed a new cycle of upgrades to adequately address maintenance issues and to meet
minimum standards, inter-alia, scoreboards and floodlights.
Apart from the new generation T20 cricket, CSA needed to support its Affiliates to host
international and domestic matches. It is arguable that CSA money ought to be utilised for
this purpose;
v.
Lack of due diligence: Several contracts should never have been entered into because the
vendor was ill-equipped to deliver and, in the case of Global Sports Commerce, was unable
to pay CSA;
vi. Wasteful practices such as contracts for which CSA continued to make payments even
after failure to deliver the requisite outcomes was already apparent. In at least one case an
escape clause in the contract allowed CSA to cease payment, but CSA failed to exercise its
right to do so;
vii. Excessive legal fees resulting from questionable decision making which cost CSA money to
defend. (See Annexure 5.); and
viii. Excessive directors’ and Member Council fees resulting from countless meetings to deal
with many crisis that would not have been necessary had CSA been performing optimally.
(See Annexure 5.).

5) Expenditure that reduced reserves
but in the long-term interests of cricket
552. The following types of expenditure can be supported as being in the best long-term interests of
cricket:
i.
ii.

iii.

Essential development programmes implemented to redress historical shortcomings and
seeking to achieve, inter-alia, access, excellence and meeting government’s EPG targets;
R51.4 million – Investment to date in the WPCA commercial property development
at Newlands Cricket Ground. Further investment will be required to complete the
development. CSA owns 24% equity and WPCA 76%. (This development is a joint venture
with Sanlam owning 51% of the development and WPCA/CSA 49%).
Provided that WPCA manages this property well, this investment could prove sound with
long-term benefits to WPCA cricket and CSA’s future balance sheet;
R88 million – Investment in Head Office during 2016/17 (land, building, IT and furniture &
fittings). This investment is justifiable in setting up CSA headquarters and will save more
than R2 million annually in lease costs for its former offices at the Wanderers Club.
The building will pay for itself over time and remain an asset.
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6) Reducing financial losses: Project 654
553. The projected R654 million loss resulted from both higher than expected expenditure growth and
inadequate revenues.
554. As a result, CSA adopted a recovery plan termed ‘Project 654’ which sought to critically review
CSA’s operations with a view to reducing the projected losses to break-even or better.
555. Project 654 resulted in the original loss projections to be half of what was initially forecast for this
current cycle. Despite the Project 654 initiatives, CSA could, for the very first time in its history,
fail to achieve break-even or better financial performance in a four-year cycle. The initiatives to
enhance revenue and reduce cost included:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Review activities and cut budgets for the current financial year and the 4-year cycle plans;
Retaining and enhancing current revenue sources;
Restructuring of the domestic cricket system and competitions;
Curtailment of any new or proposed projects;
Organisational redesign to focus on revenue-generating and cost-optimisation roles; and
Reviewing exchange rates used during the initial budgeting process.

556. The latest projected loss for the cycle is R500 million.
557. The table below compares the original budget for the 4-year cycle against the current projections
for the cycle due to the on-going Project 654 recovery plan.

Table 2
Financial
Current cycle
2018/19 – 2021/22

Original Budget
June 2018

Revised Budget
March 2021

Variance
+ profit
- Loss

Rm

Rm

Rm

Revenue

3 524

3 563

+39

Expenses

(4 178)

(3 766)

+412

Net Result before
MSL

(654)

(203)

+451

MSL / Mzansi T20
(Loss)

(160)

(235)

-75

Net Consolidated
Surplus/(Deficit)

(814)

(438)

+376

THE BOTTOM LINE

7) The 2021/2022 Budget
558. The IB has approved the CSA budget for the current financial year ending 30 April 2022.
559. The budget is less than break-even (loss circa R11.7 million) and is a cause for significant concern
since it is a year in which India, the most lucrative of inbound tours, visits South Africa.
560. The projected loss is due to major gaps in the CSA suite of sponsors since the termination of a
number of blue-chip sponsors due to the governance crisis during 2019 and 2020.
561. There is a risk of further loss should the rand strengthen to an actual rate of exchange better
than our budget assumption (USD 1 : ZAR 14.50).

8) Going concern
562. A loss of between R250–280 million is projected for the financial year ended 30 April 2021.
The impact of the pandemic is expected to remain with the world for some time, resulting
in continued challenges to generate revenue and sponsorships, as companies and potential
partners are also focused on their survival. CSA’s own governance challenges resulted in
potential partners adopting a wait-and-see approach before they commit to partner with CSA.
This additional stress necessitates continuous cost-cutting and other austerity measures by
management.
563. CSA’s going concern and sustainability will need to be carefully assessed and monitored on a
regular basis by the incoming Board. The current cash and reserves will allow CSA to meet its
immediate operational and financial needs as they fall due.
564. However, the longer term sustainability of CSA needs to be addressed as the current decline in
cash and reserves is a major cause for concern and requires substantial corrective action.

565. Pertinent figures

R814m

the initial loss projected for the 4-year cycle 2018/19–2021/22

R654m

the initial loss projected for the 4-year cycle 2018/19–2021/22 without MSL

R438m

Revised projected loss for the 4-year cycle 2018/19–2021/22
(after cut backs re project 654)

R203m

Revised projected loss for the 4-year cycle 2018/19–2021/22
(after cut backs re project 654) without MSL

R250m–
R280m

R250–280 million – projected loss for the current financial year (2020/21)
The final loss will be determined post the independent audit.
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SECTION 7

The Conclusion
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566. The IB inherited an organisation in freefall. Besides the enforced resignation of the entire Board,
a top executive and other senior staff were on suspension, routine work was outsourced at
excessive fees with questionable benefits, revenue was dropping even before COVID 19, and
flawed contracts added to CSA’s liabilities. All this was laid out in a detailed forensic report that
had itself become controversial because CSA resisted its publication.
567. The IB had three core tasks: to arrest the decline, to make sense of its executive management
structure and to put in place a new constitution with a strong governance model. This was made
more difficult by the remnants of an organisational culture that opposed governance reform.
568. Certain things could be done immediately. The Fundudzi Forensic Report was released to the
public, questionable contracts were terminated and the IB took necessary action to tackle a toxic
environment. Key to this was the suspension of the Company Secretary and the Acting CEO. One
of its first tasks was to evaluate all Board resolutions since 2019.
569. These actions stopped the decline and set the terrain for a new start.
570. There were other – so-called legacy – issues inherited from the previous Board which were
beyond the IB’s control and would take longer than a few months to fix, for example, the dispute
involving the dismissed CEO.
571. Certain contracts signed could be terminated and the IB could do immediate damage control and
mitigate future risk as far as possible. It will however take far more than a three-to-six-month
intervention to erase the stubborn effects of dysfunctional governance.
572. Given the severe level of dysfunction, the IB was often required to deal with crises on a daily
basis. In ordinary circumstances it would be very unusual for a board to operate in a nearpermanent crisis mode on a daily basis and in some cases to intervene in management matters
so directly.
573. The third core task – creating a sustainable governance model – took hundreds of hours of
members’ time, both to create the constitutional model, and to convince those who held power to
act in the interests of cricket and ultimately, in the national interest. To be plain, it has been a very
difficult journey.
574. Sadly, what happened in cricket is not unique to our country. It is awash with such self-inflicted
crises of governance. The capture and hollowing out of CSA has been seen in many other South
African institutions. As we have also seen, restoration will not be completed overnight. It is an
arduous task and one that faces resistance and will continue to. As seen in other institutions
in our country, those with vested interests will persist to work to undo and undermine efforts
towards sound governance and accountability.
575. There are clear lessons to be learnt not only for cricket but for society.
576. The nine-year delay in implementing Judge Nicholson’s governance reforms cost CSA dearly.
577. Signs of decline are evident in real time, and governors and cricket-lovers should be vigilant.
If the organisation sustains losses due to circumstances within its control, that is a sign of an
organisation in distress and where urgent intervention is required.
578. Changing constitutions, extending the tenure of leaders’ terms beyond the maximum to suit
individuals, and cronyism are signs.
579. Excessive outsourcing of jobs that should be performed in-house are signs.
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580. If experienced investigative or sports journalists find cause for alarm, the Board should not wait
for police investigations or prosecutions. It is possible to distinguish between a media report
which is self-serving and a growing drumbeat of reports by reputable outlets with a record of
accurately exposing malfeasance. When journalists are banned from cricket matches, as they
were in December 2019, alarms bells should ring for any board. This could only reflect a deeply
troubled and unhealthy organisation.
581. A board has a greater responsibility to investigate and exercise oversight when it is clear that
things are awry.
582. Section 76 of the Companies Act sets out the expected ‘Standards of directors conduct’. A director
is obliged by law to ‘perform the functions of director –
(a)
(b)
(c)

In good faith and for a proper purpose;
In the best interests of the company; and
With the degree of care, skill and diligence that may reasonably be expected of a person –
(i)
Carrying out the same functions in relation to the company as those carried out by
that director; and
(ii) Having the general knowledge, skill and experience of that director.’

583. It is therefore critical for normality to return urgently as the current cash and reserves will
diminish to a point where the future of the game will be threatened.
584. Reserves can only be replenished once a quality FTP can be assured, and CSA’s commercial
programme is restored. This will only happen when the governance and leadership challenges
are resolved and CSA is put on a sound, sustainable long-term footing.
585. For this to happen, a strong board is required. Board membership is not a sinecure – members
must be competent and pro-active in scrutinising the business. Above all, CSA requires a CEO
who is a strategic thinker and has the commercial nous and cricketing knowledge to ensure that
cricket administration is not only sound but ensures that CSA is able to influence the global game.
586. A strong relationship between the CEO and the Board is axiomatic. Trust is an important
ingredient in this relationship. That trust has broken down within the organisation but there are
promising ‘green shoots’ in the renewal process. This and the refreshed organisational culture
have been welcome aspects of the past few months.
587. All institutions are only ever as strong as the individuals who populate them and the degree to
which they are held to account by all stakeholders.
588. The foundation for good governance and accountability has been laid by the IB and the new MOI.
It is now the task of a new majority independent board to work hard to ensure that the vision for
a renewed CSA is realised. It will take time and care to do so. There will be bumps along the road
and it will take determination to resist the vested interests which brought cricket to the brink of
collapse.

THE CONCLUSION

589. Furthermore, given the IB’s preoccupation with multiple CSA governance crises, it was not able
to spend as much time dealing with on-field matters as it perhaps ought to have or would have
liked to. The divide between on-field and off-field issues must be bridged and the right degree of
contact should be maintained between the Board and captains in particular. At the same time,
however, constructive engagements should not be a reason for Board interference in either the
day-to-day running of CSA or on-field matters.
590. The role of the DOC is a developing one and the relationship between the DOC and the Board will
be important to ensure that the Board can fulfil its mandate as custodian of the game.
591. The media is an important stakeholder for CSA. The trust relationship between CSA and the
media was entirely broken by the time the IB started its tenure.
592. There was mistrust and secrecy within CSA and a general attitude of fear and loathing towards
the media. The IB worked hard to deal with the media in a professional, open and transparent
manner and within reason. While there will always be disinformation, especially in the age of
social media, it is the role of the media to hold CSA’s Board and executive to account. Cricket is a
public good after all. CSA, therefore, needs to immediately put in place a new strategy and media
plan: the environment is demanding and relentless.
593. CSA will need to continue on the path of transparency and develop credibility and trust between
CSA and the public.
594. Inevitably, and in line with the philosophy in the new MOI, once the new Board is in place, the
MC’s hands-on role must reduce. The MC must play its part once a year to scrutinise the Board’s
achievements and failures with professionalism and rigour.
595. It will however be the Board which ultimately exercises oversight over CSA’s executive and the
operations, and which has the fiduciary responsibility to ensure sound governance.
596. The new MOI offers an opportunity to bring out the best in both the new Board and the MC,
where each hold and inspires the other to the high standards that cricket deserves.
597. Both the Board and the MC serve the country. Sport is a common good and cricket belongs to
the people. South Africa has a proud cricketing record. Its teams and players have consistently
punched above their weight. They have stood out as proof that South Africans are as good as
anyone in the world, that they can succeed against the best in the world. Not too long ago our
men’s test team was ranked number one in the world.
598. Our teams are now in a process of transition, and rebuilding will be both exciting and frustrating.
But often the confidence in the boardroom translates to confidence on the field. A renewed and
functional CSA can broaden cricket’s embrace and also help build our fractured nation.
599. This moment offers a fresh opportunity for CSA to again make South Africans proud. We dare not
let the country down.
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Recommendations
600.

RECOMMENDATION 1

Transformation and recognising the social value of cricket are a core part of the MOI and vision, values
and operational priorities of the company and restructured CSA. Therefore, Schedule 4 and the vision
statement – suited to the particular context of a new nation-in-development – outlined in the new MOI
must be operationalised and communicated in an on-going focussed way by CSA to ensure strategic
clarity among all stakeholders in South African cricket.

1

601.

RECOMMENDATION 2

That the formal transformation policies and programmes developed over the past two decades by
CSA, following internal deliberations, and in agreements with the Eminent Persons’ Group (‘EPG’) of
the Department of Sport, Arts and Culture, continue and that the Board, CEO and executives need
to mitigate current weaknesses by providing the necessary operational capacity and checks on noncompliance highlighted in the annual EPG reports.

602.

RECOMMENDATION 3

CSA must commit to tackling broader socio-economic issues. Sport, including cricket, does not have
the resources to start tackling these problems on its own so this will require the organisation to
create and leverage new and more active programmes and partnerships with government, education
authorities, local businesses and developmental role players that can provide for facilities and access
in economically deprived areas currently locked out of opportunities to play cricket.

603.

RECOMMENDATION 4

The IB recommends that the new Board in consultation with the Ombud:
i.
ii.
iii.

Satisfies itself that it should confirm the Terms of Reference and then make these public;
Confirms and satisfies itself as to the risks identified and the risk mitigation plan; and
Ensures that any process, including public hearings, is fashioned in a way which contributes to
fairness and the healing of divisions within cricket.

INTERIM BOARD OF CRICKET SOUTH AFRICA

604.

RECOMMENDATION 5

In accordance with Schedule 4 of the new MOI, CSA should act decisively and take the bold steps
needed to initiate gender equity in South African cricket and end their historical marginalisation (some
would say ghettoisation) of women’s cricket. The full incorporation of women at all levels of the game
should move from an aspiration to core CSA programmes. The incoming Board and executive should
ensure decisive leadership, structured integrated planning at every level of the organisation and
substantive budgetary reallocations over the medium (five-year) term to shift current mindsets and the
reality of continuing exclusions based on gender.

605.

RECOMMENDATION 6

CSA’s gender equity and cricket normalisation effort should include the appointment by the incoming
CSA Board of its own ‘Strategy and Insight Team’, appropriate to the South African context, that is
diverse and inter-generational. It should be capable of the innovative thinking required to introduce
cultural and structural change which leads to focussed investment, increasing representation of
women in leadership roles and the cricket workforce, providing opportunities for children to develop
beyond the softball stage, setting up talent pathways, marketing women’s cricket on an equal,
integrated basis and, generally, a new ‘language’ of cricket.

606.
i.
ii.

iii.

RECOMMENDATION 7
The nomination and appointment of the appropriate representative on the ICC Board should be
the responsibility of the CSA Board;
The appointed person must be a CSA Director who is a strategic thinker and a resourceful
individual who understands the nuances in international cricket and has the skill and
confidence to operate at a geo-political level. The individual must be able to balance the
needs of South African cricket with the political demands that surface when decisions are
being made; and
The ICC representative must also understand, on the one hand, the correlation between
historical imbalance and the resultant need for affirmative action in our country, vis-à-vis the
current imbalances and, on the other hand, developmental needs of ICC Member nations.
In other words, the more powerful nations need to understand and contribute towards the
developmental needs of fellow cricket-playing countries.
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Recommendations
607.
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.

608.

RECOMMENDATION 8
Public relations and communications is a significant and core function of the CSA business and
should be established as a separate department reporting to the Chief Executive;
A senior executive level appointment is required to lead the Communications department so
that CSA can not only design and deliver a strategy to restore its reputation and image, but
also manage daily and routine public relations and communication deliverables. The individual
should have deep cricketing knowledge, an ability to write and be proactive and responsive
in dealing with the media. This requires innovation and the ability to lead a team. This would
mean the hiring of a Director of Communications who should be a member of the senior
executive team (Exco). (See Mandate Item 5);
Revisit all consultancy contracts and ensure that CSA is receiving value for money. If not, these
contracts should be terminated or allowed to lapse and not be renewed unless justified; and
CSA’s rightful role in international cricket needs to be restored. This will be the duty of the new
Board and, in particular, the CSA representative at the ICC as well as the new CEO.

RECOMMENDATION 9

A fundamental part of the CSA business is cricket development, and it is the Affiliate members who are
responsible for delivering that objective. In the absence of sufficient executive capacity and authority
to deal with Affiliate matters, the IB recommends a permanent Affiliates committee be constituted to
manage all issues pertaining to Affiliate matters or disputes.
This committee would be responsible for, inter-alia, creating among the Affiliates a good governance
framework, a conducive environment for the optimal growth of cricket in South Africa and regular
reporting and monitoring.
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Annexure 1
CRICKET SOUTH AFRICA
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
between
the Interim Board
and
the Members’ Council
Whereas:
(i)

the Members’ Council of Cricket South Africa NPC (CSA) has formally appointed an Interim Board
to operate as the board of directors of CSA on a temporary basis; and

(ii)

the parties wish to record their understanding as to the basis of the appointment of the Interim
Board as well as the framework for cooperation between them,

Now therefore it is recorded that:
1.

The Interim Board has been duly appointed with effect from 15 November 2020.

2.

The Interim Board shall operate as the board of directors of CSA for a period of three months,
expiring on 15 February 2021, or until such time as a new board of directors is duly elected in
accordance with CSA’s Memorandum of Incorporation (MoI), whichever occurs first.

3.

The Interim Board shall comprise the following persons:
3.1. Mr Justice Zakeria Mohammed Yacoob (chairperson);
3.2. Ms Judith February;
3.3. Mr Haroon Lorgat;
3.4. Ms Nkeko Caroline Mampuru;
3.5. Ms Andile Dawn Mbatha;
3.6. Dr Stavros Nicolaou;
3.7. Professor Andre Odendaal;
3.8. Mr Omphile Abel Ramela; and
3.9. Mr Xolani Peter Vonya.

4.

The parties agree and undertake that they will work together:
4.1. in good faith;
4.2. in a constructive and mutually respectful spirit of cooperation; and
4.3. in a manner designed to promote the best interests of CSA and of cricket in South Africa.

5.

The parties agree that their relationship will be governed by the provisions of the MoI.
In particular, and without derogating from the generality of the aforegoing:
5.1. The Interim Board shall have all the powers of CSA’s Board of Directors in terms of the
MoI.
5.2. The Members’ Council’s functions and powers in terms of the MoI are recognised.
5.3. The Interim Board and the Members’ Council recognise and undertake to respect each
other’s respective roles, functions and powers in accordance with the MoI.
5.4. The members of the Interim Board shall, in relation to CSA, have all the functions and
fiduciary responsibilities of directors of a company in terms of the Companies Act 71 of
2008, and shall discharge those functions and responsibilities in an independent manner.
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6.

The parties commit themselves to working together with a view to stabilising the corporate
framework for the governance of cricket in South Africa, and with a view to restoring
public confidence in the administration of cricket in South Africa. To that end, the parties have
noted the specific areas of focus identified by the Minister of Sport, Arts and Culture as requiring
attention, specifically by the Interim Board, being:
6.1. implementation of the recommendations set out in the Nicholson Report that have not
been implemented to date;
6.2. addressing the areas of concern identified in the Fundudzi forensic report and taking the
necessary steps to implement its recommendations with a view to remedying the relevant
problems and shortcomings;
6.3. transformation;
6.4. safeguarding and enhancing the reputation of CSA and of cricket in South Africa;
6.5. securing and enhancing the strategic position of South Africa within the International
Cricket Council;
6.6. making the necessary preparations and arrangements for CSA’s annual general meeting to
be held as soon as reasonably practicable and for a new board of directors to be elected in
accordance with the MoI;
6.7. assessing the efficacy of CSA’s executive and initiating such measures as may be necessary
to remedy any deficiencies and to facilitate the optimal functioning of CSA’s executive;
6.8. considering the position of women in South African cricket and identifying aspects that
will require intervention; and
6.9. considering the proposed restructuring of domestic cricket in South Africa and the findings
of the Richardson report in that regard.

7.

It is understood and agreed that the list of focus areas outlined above is not exhaustive, and
that the parties will work together with a view to promoting the best interests of cricket in South
Africa generally.

8.

The parties agree to consult one another on matters of mutual interest and, without abdicating
their responsibilities in relation to their respective areas of competence, to consider each other’s
views in an appropriate manner.

SIGNED AT _______________________________ ON THIS ____ DAY OF NOVEMBER 2020
_____________________________________________
Mr Justice Zak Yacoob
for and on behalf of the Interim Board
_____________________________________________
Mr Rihan Richards
for and on behalf of the Members’ Council
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Annexure 3

A LANDMARK MOMENT FOR SPORTS ADMINISTRATION IN SOUTH AFRICA:
CSA INTERIM BOARD WELCOMES MEMBERS' COUNCIL DECISION ON A NEW GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
FOR CRICKET
Saturday, 10 April 2021
JOHANNESBURG: The Interim Board of Cricket South Africa (CSA) welcomes the decision taken by the
majority of the Members’ Council to accept the principle of a majority independent Board led by an
independent Chairperson.
This paves the way for the formal amendment of CSA's Memorandum of Incorporation (MOI) and sets
cricket administration on a new governance path.
Interim Board Chair, Dr Stavros Nicolaou, said: ‘This is a landmark moment for South African cricket
administration. It lays a solid foundation for transparent and sound governance in the future. It is 9 years
since the Nicholson Report recommended a majority independent Board and the moment has finally been
seized to make a clean break with the past. It is a step in the direction of transparent, innovative and best
practice governance for cricket.
‘A new Board, comprised of individuals with a balance of skill, cricketing knowledge and the ability to ensure
accountability, is required to administer the modern game. It is hoped, too, that this new governance
structure will lay a foundation for on-field success and restore public faith in the administration of the game.’
Dr Nicolaou went on to say: ‘A new majority independent Board should ensure that our country once again
takes its rightful place at the International Cricket Council. We are aware of the deep public concern
expressed regarding past governance failures in cricket. We trust that players, sponsors and all who love
the game will take comfort in the latest developments and the historic agreement reached between the
Board and the Members' Council yesterday.’
The Interim Board will now finalise the technicalities related to the amendment of the MOI and setting a date
for CSA's long overdue 2020 AGM.
‘We are looking forward to the AGM where the new governance structure will be adopted unanimously by
the members,’ concluded Dr Nicolaou.
ENDS
Issued by: Cricket South Africa – Corporate Communications
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Annexure 4

MEMBERS COUNCIL ROUND ROBIN RESOLUTION RESULTS – AMENDMENTS TO THE MOI
28 APRIL 2021

The Outcome of the Round Robin Resolution are as follows:
Subsequent to the circulation of Section 60 RRR on the Special Resolution to amend the MOI and the Ordinary Resolution
that any director of the Company be and is hereby authorised, instructed and empowered to finalise and to implement the
actions contemplated in the Special Resolution. We wish to announce that the Secretariat received 14 (fourteen)
responses out of the 14 (fourteen) Council Members and the results are as follows:
No

Name of Affiliate

Special Resolution
For/Against
For

Ordinary Resolution
For/Against
For

1

Boland

2
3
4

Border cricket

For

For

Central Gauteng Lions
Easterns Cricket Union

For
For

For
For

5

Eastern Province Cricket

For

For

6

Free State Cricket Union

For

For

7

Kwa-Zulu Natal Cricket

For

For

8

Limpopo

For

For

9

Mpumalanga Cricket

For

For

10

Northerns

For

For

11

Northern Cape Cricket

For

For

12

North West Cricket

For

For

13

South Western District

For

For

14

Western Province Cricket
Association

For

For

As a result, the Section 60 Round Robin Resolution has been unanimously supported and has therefore been passed.

Voting Results Defective SGM Notice

1
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Annexure 5
(SA Rand)

1. Legal Fees

Previous Board
and Members’
Council

Employee labour matters

5 291 155

- Richard Sithi Attorneys

1 939 650

- Bowmans

2 325 762

- MMI and Githiri Attorneys
- Various

Interim
Board
5 869 793

80 155
4 894 772

- Maserumule Attorneys

975 021

Fundudzi Report

6 576 087

- Fundudzi Forensic Services

4 395 141

- WPCA Step-In (ENS)
- North West CU (Bowmans)
- Various matters (Bowmans)

1 584 026

1 406 238
55 832

1 828 514
1 673 011

1 129 639
916 728

- Nomination’s process (Bowmans)

212 911

- Implementing Nicholson / amendments
to MOI (ENS)

1 375 152

2 504 791

1 375 152

227 425

Ramela matter (Dingley Marshall)
Vonya matter (Baepi attorneys)
16 636 846

2. Staff settlements
3. Consultants terminated

1 828 514

155 503

- MOI review (Bowmans)

Commercial matters (various firms)

1 584 026

121 956

- Regulatory advice on Ministry and
SASCOC matters (Bowmans)

MOI and AGM matters

8 375 423

1 799 336

Members’ Council

- Various (CDH)

1 799 336

2 180 946

- Dingley Marshall Lewin

Member matters

11 160 948

945 588

- Dingley Marshall Lewin

- Bowmans

Total

227 425
375 608

375 608

61 870

61 870

9 481 759

26 118 605

3 992 800

3 992 800

275 000

275 000
30 386 405
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Annexure 5 continued...
4. Fees paid to Directors / President - MAY 2020 TO APRIL 2021
Name

Directors’ Fees

Chairperson’s Fee

Meeting Fees

Total

Board of Directors (resigned 25 Oct 2020)
Carolissen A

70 007

2 917

133 926

206 850

Cornelius S (resigned 19 Aug 2020)

42 588

29 917

65 247

137 752

Dharmalingam D

70 007

48 859

151 096

269 962

May D

75 841

-

157 964

233 805

Memani-Sedile V

70 007

37 191

140 794

247 992

Mogodi J

75 841

-

151 096

226 937

Nenzani C (resigned 15 Aug 2020)

40 837

73 848

30 906

145 592

Schoeman M

70 007

46 307

161 399

277 713

Siko T

70 007

-

133 926

203 933

Thamae Z

75 841

35 003

96 152

206 996

Williams B

79 439

11 666

140 794

231 899

Kula-Ameyaw E

70 007

14 585

202 606

287 198

810 428

300 293

1 565 906

2 676 627

Acting President – Members’ Council
Richards R

-

126 597

-

126 597

Interim Board (announced 30 Oct 2020)
February J

180 000

-

-

180 000

Lorgat H

180 000

-

-

180 000

Mampuru N (resigned 28 Feb 2021)

120 000

-

-

120 000

Mbatha D

180 000

-

-

180 000

Nicolaou S

180 000

-

-

180 000

Donated to charity
Odendaal A
Ramela O (removed 15 Dec 2020)
Vonya X
Yacoob Z

180 000

Donated to charity
-

-

-

-

-

-

fee declined

-

-

fee declined

1 200 000

-

-

1 200 000

180 000

180 000
180 000

4 003 224

INTERIM BOARD OF CRICKET SOUTH AFRICA

Record of Board Meetings Held*:
Interim Board (7 months)

No. of meetings

Interim Board

95

Joint meeting with MC

7

Sub-Committee

18

Hearings

28 full days

Meet with Minister

7

Total

155

*Excludes informal meetings held

Previous Board
(Sept 2019 - Oct 2019)

Sept 2019 - Nov 2019

Dec 2019 - May 2020

June 2020 - Oct 2020

Board

2

8

21

Joint Meeting with MC

0

2

4

Sub-Committee

4

20

22

Hearings

0

0

4

Meeting with Minister

0

0

4

Total

6

30

55
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